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SELF HYPNOSIS 
How to achieve and effec· 
tively to USE hypnosis w ithout 
the presence of an operator. 

The orderly presentation of the genesis, organiza-

tion, and application of the SELF-HYPNO TAPE is rather 

di fficult. The SELF-HYPNO TAPE comprises elements of 

hypnosis drawn from the darkness of prehistorical days 

--combined with the applications of electropsychometry 

and the ultramodern electronic miracle of the recently 

perfected low-cost tape recorder. 

A roughly chronological method has been used. The 

f i rst ·chapters deal with the anciently-known phenomena 

of hypnosis; and, for the first time, here is a scien-

tific definition of what hypnosis IS. This is followed 

by a brief discussion of the ~ssential electronic 

elements of electropsychometry and the tape recorder , 

followed by the detailed organization of the super

modern SELF-HYPNO TAPE, together with numerous exam

ples of treatment-affirmations that have actually been 

used. 

The powerful posthypnotic " cue phrase" system , 

whereby affirmations can be reac 7ivated throughout the 

day, is also, for the first time, disclosed herein. 

THIS BOOK HAS BEEN WRITTEN UNDER THE 

INSTRUCTED EFFECTS OF A POSTHYPNOTIC COM· 

MAND. I T IS DEDICATED TO THE UNASSUMING 

ETHICAL HYPNOTIST WHO ACH I EYED THE I NDUC-

TION, LESLIE M. LECRON. 

Volney G. Mathison 
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Foreword 

The incalculably powerful phenomena symbolized by the vague 

and misleading word "hypnosis" has of recent years been the sub

j ect of increasing attention and investigation. It is inunaterial 

that alleged past life recalls under hypnosis, such as those o f 

Bridey Murphy, may have been shown to be based instead on deeply 

bur i ed experiences of childhood. The possible applications 

of hypnosis, even when limited to demonstrations of its efficacy 

in dealing with seemingly insolvable problems, fears, and seri

ous illnesses in the present-time area, are spectacular enough. 

Yet, even in situations of prolonged and unrelieved stress 

and illness, relatively few persons seek to be cured through 

hypnotherapy, except in desperation and as a last resort. This 

is unfortunate, especially in view of the fact that practically 

all of us are already hypnotized in ways that we are not con

sciously aware of. Hypnosis is brought about by repetitive pro

cedures technically called "inductions." Most of us have seen, 

at least in movies, the now-you-are-getting-so-o-o-o-sleepy rou

tines of formal hypnotic inductions. What few of us realize is 

that these routines are not the major routines for inducing 

hypnosis. The major routines, and by far the most widely-used 

ones, make use of covert, camouflaged, disguised, UNLABELED 

inductions. 

These pages will disclose convincingly that disguised hyp

nosis is widely being used all over the world in hundreds of 

unsuspected ways. In varying degrees we all have been and are 

now hypnotized in various ways, against our own best interests. 

To a considerable extent, the procedures set forth herein are 
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devoted to the eliminating, canceling, or reversing of dis

guised, destructive previous hypnotizations. 

Most of us do not much relish placing ourselves voluntarily 

in the hands of some of the strange persons who operate as hyp

notists. This reluctance is, in my opinion, well founded. My 

experience in the development of electropsychometry has brought 

me into extensive contact at times with some remarkable hypno

tists. From what I have observed of their operations, I can say 

that the power of hypnosis is far greater than is usually admit

ted by its users. After a narrow escape myself from hypno-con

trol by a ruthless operator, I recognize that hypnosis is a 

phenomenon of tremendous paten tiali ty--bu t that the safest and 

the most consistently beneficial procedures would often have t o 

be self-administered. 

Consciously applied self-hypnosis, however, is as yet an 

almost completely unknown art and science. Self-hypnosis, in the 

past, has required pre-inductions by a professional operator. 

Furthermore, little or nothing has oeen disclosed as to how 

effectively and constructively to use self-hypnosis even when 

achieved. 

Herein are presented new ultramodern streamlined SELF

INDUCTION procedures. These are applied through electronic in

strumentation--specifically through the use of a low-cost tape 

recorder. Using the instructions given herein, anyone who care

fully reads this text will, without requiring the presence of an 

operator, be able to achieve "open" (undisguised) hypnosis for 

effecting releases from stresses, anxieties, fears, or for the 

attainment of beneficial and constructive goals. 
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Chapter I -- What IS Hypnosis? 

CONVENTIONAL "OPEN" HYPNOSI"S IS USUALLY RECOGNIZED 

When I mentioned to a doctor friend of mine that the open

ing chapter of this oook would deal with the question: "What IS 

Hypnosis?", he remarked, "You might as well leave that out. 

Everybody knows what hypnosis is." 

"Then how about you defining it?" I rejoined. "What is 

hypnosis?" 

"Why, it's simply a state of mind resulting from being 

talked into a hypnotic trance by the operator." 

"ADd what is a state of hypnotic trance?" 

"Why, it's a condition of semiconsciousness, in which the 

subject obeys the instructions of the hypnotizing operator." 

"What, then, IS a state of semiconsciousness, as induced by 

hypnosis, and WHY does the subject obey the instructions of the 

hypnotizing operator?" 

"I see where I got off the beam," laughed my friend. "What 

I should have said is that everybody has seen some demonstration 

of hypnosis in action--and has usually recognized it as hypno

sis , without really understanding what it is at all. So, what IS 

hypnosis?" 

HYPNOSIS HERE10FORE CONSIDERED AS 

NOT SCIENTIFICALLY DEFINABLE 

A few years ago, when I turned to the books of the world's 

leading professional hypno therapists, I found that these quite 

uniformly stated that the fundamental nature of hypnosis is a 

mystery; that the hypnotizing operators merely know how to use 

it. 
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So here I selected two goals that I resolved to try to 

reach through electropsychometric research: First, to find out-

if this could be done--what hypnosis is; and, secondly, to be

come thoroughly familiar with both its bad and its good aspects. 

The first step, it seemed to me, was to learn thoroughly 

the techniques of leading ethical hypnotherapists. By "ethical 

hypnotherapist" is meant a therapist who plainly and honestly 

announces that he is a practitioner of hypnotherapy or of hypno

analysis. He is an accredited specialist who receives most of 

his practice through referrals from doctors. 

Some ethical hypnotherapists employ hypnosis as an adjuvant 

to their main occupations as top-flight dentists, using it to 

control pain, anxiety, and hemorrhaging. Othe rs hold diplomas in 

medicine, sometimes specializing in neurology, obstetrics, and 

surgery. 

About the first thing I found out was that it is not the 

publicity-seeking charlatans of Oriental cults, or the shoddy 

and sometimes repelling demonstrations of stage exhibitionists 

who have developed and advanced the practice s and techniques of 

hypnosis, but sincere hard-working doctors of several different 

schools who are intensely seeking to bring about increasing 

acceptance of hypnosis as a short cut to effective low-cost 

psychosomatic healing. 

The next thing encountered was the absence of any realistic 

definitions of this phenomenon. One writer states vaguely that 

hypnosis is a special type of conditioned reflex. Insofar as 

this means that subjects must be trained to achieve very deep 

stages of hypnosis, this seems to be true, but this is not a 

definition of hypnosis itself. 

Another writer asserts that hypnosis is a condition wherein 
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the inductee fancies that he is a child, and that on this basis, 

he identifies the operator with one of his parents. There is 

something to this formulation, in some cases--yet this is merely 

an exposition of certain effects observed in certain cases. This 

does not disclose or deal with cause. 

Another author remarks, confusedly, that hypnosis comprises 

a way of acting "as a hypnotized person is supposed to act." A 

quite useless statement. Two other definitions that at least 

face in the right direction are that hypnosis is "intensified 

suggestion," or that it is a manifestation of the results of 

accepting suggestions to be even more suggestible than is normal. 

However, this also does not explain WHY the inductee accepts 

suggestions to be more suggestible than normal. 

The best ethical practitioners state flatly that they can

not say precisely what hypnosis is--they know only a little 

about how to apply it. 

Yet hypnosis, which has a completely extraordinary his

torical background, has been practiced for thousands of years! 

ERRONEOUS NOTIONS ABOUT HYPNOSIS 

Since this phenomenon has often been and is now being util

ized effectively by scoundrels for their personal financial 

benefit, the idea has become widespread that hypnosis is danger

ous, evil, that it weakens the mind, and the like. The serious 

confusion in this area is due to the fact that there is no dis

crimination between the use of hypnotic methods for controlling 

people to get their money, etc., and applications for ethical 

and beneficial purposes, such as for healing, or for releasing 

the dormant dynamic psychical powers of the inductee. 

It is absolutely essential that this be clearly realized: 

The powers of hypnosis probably are limitless--for evil--or for 
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good--according to the motivation of the operator. 

Here is an illustrative analogy: Hypnosis may in a way b e 

compared to the action of dynamite. Misused, dynamite can crack 

safes, or blow one to bits. Constructively used, it helps build 

highways, pierce mountains, loosen essential ores. Everything 

depends on the MOTIVES OF THE USERS. 

No intelligent person condemns the manufacture of dynamite 

--but only the ignorant or evil misuse of its power. The same 

principle applies, multiplied by a hundredfold, in th e case of 

nuclear fission--and multiplied perhaps by a thousandfold in the 

are a of thi& powerful phenomenon called hypnosis. The bad or the 

good of it relates to the motives of the users. 

THE COVERT HYPNOSIS OF HIGH-PRESSURE ADVERTISING 

Time Magazine recently published a statement that an adver

tising agency, with a $16,000,000 annual account from one single 

tobacco company, had canceled cigarette advertising in the Read

ers' Digest because the latter magazine had published an expose 

of the perils of lung cancer as triggered by the tobacco habit. 

Thi s story refers to the advertising outlay of only one tobacco 

company; the advertising expenditures of all of the big American 

tobacco concerns is in excess of $200,000,000 a year. As you 

will clearly realize, by the time you have read to the end of 

thi s book, this huge sum is spent really to keep mill ions of 

people in a state of disguised covertly-induced hypnosis with 

reference to the desirability and pleasure of using tobacco. 

Informational advertising about useful products and ser

vices is not in this category. But high-pressure advertising, 

whereby people are induced tc keep buying useless or even injur

ious things, is definitely covertly hypnotic in its techniques. 

These techniques will be dealt with further in a later chapter. 
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HYPNOSIS IS NOT SLEEP 
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The word "hypnosis" is derived from a Greek word, hypno-

sleep. So the word itself is merely a sort of equivalent to 

"sleepsis." This is meaningless really, for sleep is almost the 

very slightest factor in the powerful phases of hypnosis. In 

fact, the deeply-tranced inductee, despite a convincing physical 

appearance of being asleep, is not only NOT asleep, but his 

perceptions and powers are often fantastically superior to the 

best he can do in a wide-awake, alert, unhypnotized state. 

James Braid, the doctor who originally invented the word 

"hypnosis," tried his best to withdraw it, as being erroneous 

and misleading in its implications, but he was unable to do so • 

. This extremely confusing name for the phenomena involved has had 

damaging effects, especially because the assumption that hyp

nosis is invariably induced through a now-you-are-going-to-sleep 

routine has made it difficult to recognize and beware of incom

parably more powerful techniques wherein neither the word sleep 

nor hypnosis is mentioned--or, even more viciously, wherein 

hypnosis is openly and elaborately denounced at the very same 

time that the phenomena thereof are being induced in the listen

er. Some of the persons who most loudly denounce hypnosis are 

the world's most expert users of it--covertly. 

INDUCTION TIMES AND DURATIONS 

The length of time that it takes to induce a state of hyp

nosis in a subject is extremely variable, depending on the time, 

the place, the method used, the circumstances, and abov.e all 

upon the interactions of the personalities of BOTH the op e rator 

and of the inductee. 

It is sometimes stated in the older professional works on 

hypnosis that only about two persons out of five can be hypno-
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tized. This statement is very, very far from the truth. The onl y 

persons who cannot be hypnotized at all are mongoloids, idiots, 

and some types of the feeble-minded. The reason why these 

classes of persons cannot be hypnotized will become apparent i n 

the definition of hypnosis forthcoming herein. 

The error about hypnotizability lies in the failure t o 

recognize that every manifestation of every process and thing i n 

this universe is on a scalar system of degrees--of more of, or 

less of. This particularly applies to the phenomena indicated 

by the word "hypnosis." Every normal living person is readily 

hypnotizable--to some degree. 

One person may be induced into a considerable degree of 

hypnosis in a few seconds. Another may be less affected, or may 

require a much longer period of effort on the part of the hypno

tizing operator. Also, as already noted, there certainly is an 

important interpersonal factor. One of the world's best hypno

tists, of a rather modest temperament, tried vainly, time after 

time, to trance a certain woman subject, without success. Then 

along came an ignorant betowelled but mystical-looking yoga 

operator who keeled her over into a deep trance in about three 

minutes. Any scientific explanation of hypnosis must account for 

such things as this. 

Covert, disguised, or unlabeled inductions are usually far 

more effective than are aboveboard "open" procedures wherein 

hypnosis is mentioned by name. 

The depth of the induction, as said, varies tremendously, 

and the most serious misconception in this area is that most 

people assume that genuine hypnosis is obtainable only in a 

state of trance and unconsciousness. Actually, the most effective 

levels of hypnosis are lighter, involve NO unconsciousness. The 
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inductee is under the continuous illusion that he is wide awake, 

alert, and completely aware of everything that is going on. 

furthermore, there is the extremely vi tal matter of dura

tion. Not one book that I have ever read adequately emphasizes 

the fact that hypnosis may be powerfully induced and may prevai l 

for ONLY A MINUTE OR SO! That, on the other hand, it may con-

tinue for hours, days, weeks, years--for an entire lifetime. 

Any sa tis factory definition of hypnosis must also account 

for this. 

MOST MECHANICAL HYPNOTIZING DEVICES 

DO NOT INDUCE TRUE HYPNOSIS 

"hen Leslie Le Cron, au thor of "Hypnotism Today," and a 

leading _ hypnotherapist, began using one of my electropsychometers 

for more quickly ascertaining deep sources of psychical ten

sions, he remarked, "Now, with the insights that you have gained , 

you ought to be able to create another invention--an ir..strumen t 

that will enable hypnotherapists to induce trance with less time 

and effort than is necessary at present." 

Following up this suggestion, I began looking into the 

various existing devices on the market for this presumed purpose 

--the induction of hypnosis. These devices are pretty much alike 

in basic principle; they attempt to bring about a reduction of 

conscious awareness by causing an acute tiring of one's optic 

nerves. These structures consist of such things as whirling 

discs with spiral patterns on them, or of rather powerful 

focused lights blinking at about 120 flashes a minute, and the 

like. These are sometimes supplemented by the rhythmical ticking 

of a metronome, tending simultaneously to tire the inductee's 

auditory nerves. 

Research with such devices discloses that they do not in 
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themselves induce hypnosis. They do, however, bring about a 

definite lowering of conscious alertness, a more or less dazed 

condition which an expert can readily take advantage of to 

induce a state of genuine hypnosis. One of the most effective 

devices of this type is a one- or two-dollar methacrylate-crys

tal pendulum. The subject is instructed to hold the pendulum 

between thumb and finger, with arm somewhat upraised, so that 

the arm muscles are under tension. The pendulum is preferably 

held under a rather bright light, and the instructee is instruc

ted to gaze into the crystal. Sometimes the pendulum is held 

over a piece of white cardboard on which is drawn a simple black 

line. This board is placed so that the black line extends toward 

and away· from the subject. The subject is informed that as he 

gazes into the crystal pendulum, it will begin to swing back and 

forth in the direction of the black line; that when this occurs 

he has entered a light. preliminary degree of trance. Then the 

operator begins telling the subject that his arm muscles are 

bee aning more and more ti.red, more and more tired, so that the 

pendulum chain will soon begin slipping through his fingers. The 

subject has been previously informed that this also indicates a 

degree of trance. The operator continues to say, "Your arm and 

finger 1Illscles are becoming more and more tired. More and more 

tired. It is becoming harder and harder to keep the pendulum 

chain from slipping. Your arm muscles are becoming very tired. 

More and more tired ••• " At length, the inductee's grip on the 

chain I essens and the pendul urn drops. As stated, he has pre

viously been informed that this is a signal that shows he has 

entered a light stage of trance. The operator then proceeds to 

use the extensive hypnotizing techniques set forth in later 

chapters. 
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The point to be emphasized here is that these mechanical 

devices are not really hypnotizing instruments. They merely help 

to bring about conditions somewhat favorable to the induction of 

hypnosis. What was still required was a practical instrumental 

means for establishing genuine hypnotic trance. 

APPROACHES TOWARD A DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF HYPNOSIS 

At about this time, I entered into a business contract with 

a concern that operates under the name of Concept Therapy, for 

the distribution of electropsychometers to its thousand or more 

doctor members. I then attended a series of Concept Therapy 

classes and studied the high-priced instruction courses offered. 

This experience, as it integrated with my several previous years 

of electropsychometric research, brought many important facts 

into conscious awareness. But the major fact, above every other, 

is t hat a sustained series of MENTAL IMAGES OR PICTURES precedes 

and actually brings about almost every human physical event. 

Every single brick or stone in the biggest building is 

first IMAGED into position before it can be physically placed 

into that position. And every single cell in the wondrous human 

body is first IMAGED in the autonomous subconscious area, or in 

some superconscious area of this universe, before it is con

structed in the physical body. 

Men tal imaging is the main activity of every human being. 

"Thinking "--with the possible exception of mathematical thinking 

--is mainly continuous imaging or visualizing of persons, ob

jects, things, in ever-varying positions and relationships. 

Possibly anything that can be mentally imagined can eventually 

be created on the physical level, provided: That the mental 

picture is recreated, that is, repeated or duplicated, with 

sufficient intensity, for a sufficient number of times. 
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This is how we create our intricate c ellular bodies: Start-

ing with the single cell at conception, we perpetually dupli cate 

cellular images. This is how we get our sustenance: By sustained 

duplication of images of the procedures of producing or obtain

ing foods. This is how we spend most of our time: By imaging our 

relationships with other persons, with objects, with everything 

in this univers e, and thereby, to some varying degrees, achi ev-

ing these image patterns in poysical reality . 

The proposition that mental images are actual, power ful 

energy manifestations which are the precursors of physi cal 

events has been stated millions of times in thousands of books. 

But the basic key to the whole thing is touched upon far too 

casually and without adequate emphasis. This "key" is the reali

zation that mental images or pictures are powerful only to the 

degree that they are sustained, repeated, or duplicated. The 

accuracy of this concept is casually agreed to by most everyone 

but it is not deeply and adequately realized. 

The mental images of FUlton, sustained and duplicate d in 

the minds of many men, have materialized in the gigantic luxur

ious superliners that sweep across the Atlantic. The mental 

images of Hertz, Popov, and Marconi, duplicated in thousands of 

minds, have materialized in the incredible marvel of television, 

whereby it is potentially possible for a speaker to appear 

before and address simultaneously virtually every living being 

on this entire globe! 

The manifestation on the physical level of mental images is 

demonstrated in every great railroad, in every labor-saving 

sewing machine, in the work of every archi teet, every builder, 

~very producer. 

It applies equally, however, to r.he destructive activities 
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of such men as Ghenghis Khan, Alexander the Great , Hannibal, 

Mussolini, and Hitler. 

The power of physically materializing men tal pictures by 

persistently repeating or dupl~cating them is, indeed operating, 

whether for good or for evil, in every living human being-

including YOU! 

ON INSTRUCTED MENTAL IMAGING 

Our endless and interminable patterns of mental imaging are 

not created entirely within ourselves. They probably were back 

in the barnacle and clam stages of evolution, but they are not 

now. Almost from the moment of birth, we begin receiving innum

erable instructions and commands from other persons. We are 

endlessly told what to do. We are ordered or instructed by 

mother, by father, by preachers, by police, and above all nowa-

days, by raucous advertisers. 

saying to us, "See it my way! 

Each and every one is in effect 

·see it the way we tell you to see 

it!" · We tend, consequently, to activize on the physical level, 

mental pictures created in accordance with such training, orders, 

and directives. 

The cumulative and holding power of repeated mental pictures 

of any kind whatsoever is taken advantage of by the organizers 

and by the managing directors of religions, who insist and de

mand that their followers shall attend religious ceremonies 

repeatedly and often. This provides for the reinstalling and 

duplicating of mental pictures that maintain the control of the 

religious organizations over their members. 

As one gradually grasps this basic revelation, one begins 

to see that ins true ted men tal pictures occupy a vast band or 

spectrum in our areas of consciousness. 

At the lightest end of this spectrum are the slightest, 
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briefest non-duplicated instructions, or suggestions. Suppose I 

say to you, "Give me your hand." More or less unconsciously, you 

first mentally picture the act, then you extend your hand. \\hen 

you move your hand toward me, you have accepted the instruction 

on the mental image level, end you therefore perform the act. 

Simple ins true ted acts 1 ike this are usually realizable without 

any duplication of the instruction. 

Observing carefully this imaginary spectrum or band of 

"suggestion," we come to more serious and important instructed 

actions, such as paying out money to possess some object which 

has been represented to us by duplicative advertising techniques 

as being good to have. We also come to the eternally duplicated 

instructed actions demanded of us by preachers, teachers, law

makers, and the like. We are told what to eat, what to wear, 

what to do, what not to do, what to dislike, what to enjoy, what 

is "mortal sin," what to wish for, what to work for, what to 

pray for, what to have, what not to have. Every duplicated 

instruction creates mental pictures in the recipient's mind of 

the i nstructed condition, event, or possession. Our moral codes 

all contain tacit image pictures of various disasters> of ostra

cism , or of death if these codes are viol a ted. 

The image pictures in our minds that create fears do so 

only because they are mentally seeable. Anything that you cannot 

"see" in your mind, you cannot fear. And any goal, plan, or 

desire that you cannot duplicatively "envision" as being ac

tually achieved on the mental level can never be realized by you 

on the physical level. 
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THE ELECTROPSYCHOMETRICALLY VERIFIED 

DEFINITION OF HYPNOSIS 

Hypnosis occupies the deepest and most powerful segment of 

the above-described spectrum or band of instructed mental 

imaging. 

Some professional books on hypnosis make a. point of assert

ing that hypnosis is not suggestion. But not one of these books 

satisfactorily defines the difference. The major difference is 

that hypnosis is induced by one's receiving a. persistently 

duplicated set of suggestions while one is either in a highly

emotionalized state of mind or while one is in a state of great

ly lowered conscious awareness. 

In _either of these states, the selecting, rejecting, or 

screening-aut power of the conscious mind is greatly reduced; 

hence the hypnotizer's repeated suggestions impinge more direct

ly upon the inductee's subconscious areas. 

So, here is the electropsychometrica.lly- validated def'i

nition of hypnosis: 

HYPNOSIS COMPRISES THE ACCEPTING OF 

SUGGESTIONS l'IHILE THE MIND IS HIGHLY 'SENSI

TIZED BY EMOTION, OR IN A STATE OF REDUCED 

CONSCIOUS AWARENESS, WHEREIN THE INDUCTEE 

CONSENTS TO AND OOES DUPLICATIVELY CREATE 

MENTAL IMAGES OR PICTURES, AND PROCEEDS 10 

ACT THEM OUT ON THE PHYSICAL LEVEL TO SOME 

DEGREE, OR SO FAR AS HE IS ABLE TO DO SO, IN 

ACCORDANCE ¥11TH THE ORAL INSTRUCTIONS OF THE 

HYPNOTI.ZING OPERATOR. 

Mechanical devices such as discs, lights, or the use of the 

crystal pendulum lower the inductee's level of conscious aware-
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ness, so that he cannot critically examine or effectively resist 

the hypnotizer's persistently duplicated instructions. Both 

stage exhibitions and many private situations wherein the oper

ator and the inductee are alone together are apt to be highly 

emotional. In an emotional situation, one's ability to maintain 

rational . consideration or examination of suggestions is greatly 

reduced, or often is entirely lost. 

The emotionalized inductee creates mental pictures wherein 

he images himself as going to sleep, or as becoming "hypnoti zed" 

in accordance with the operator"s authoritatively repeated in

struction. The emotional factor involved in the induction of 

hypnosis will be dealt with further. 

The professional techniques of hypnotic induction include 

many duplicative procedures. The duplicated suggestions are 

persisted in by the hypnotiz~r, sometimes for more than an hour, 

and occasionally, especially where major surgery is to be per

formed under deep hypnosis, during a series of sessions totaling 

many hours. 

"ith reference briefly to hypnotherapeutic or healing 

ins t ructions given 

hypnotherapist is 

to an inductee under hypnosis, the competent 

specific and extremely careful about every 

word in his statements. He never says, "You are now well , " or 

"You are now healed," or the like. He says, "By degrees, you are 

yourself healing this ••• ", followed by the specific brief i den

tification of the problem, ailment, or difficulty. 

(For further detailed information on the construction of 

effective self-healing or problem-resolving affirmations , see 

"PRESLEEP TAPES. ") 
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MENTAL IMAGES OR PICTURES ARE SUBELECTIDNIC 

ENERGY MANIFESTATIONS 

19 

The a.cu te reader is now a.p t to say, " I f this defines the 

phenomena. of hypno tism--tha.t it mainly consists in emotionally 

responding to duplicative instructions to create specific mental 

pictures and to act them out as far as possible on the physical 

level, then this presents still another mystery: What ARE mental 

pictures?" 

These certainly are harder scientifically to define. Per

haps any definition is somewhat speculative at this time. It 

seems to me that mental images obviously are subelectronic or 

bionucleonic in nature. That is, they are actually psychical 

energy patterns which the human mind has the power of creating. 

Their electronic potentials may be relatively extremely small, 

as compared to the potentials used in electronic industries; 

perhaps may range in values of millions of a. microvolt--but 

their cumulative power, resulting from their duplicative sus-

ta.inment, can and sometimes does produce titanic effects. 

A considerably more extensive discussion of the probable 

nature of mental images or pictures appears in "CREATIVE IMAGE 

THERAPY," and therefore will not be repeated here. 
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PfiACTICAL SELF-HYPNOSIS 

Chapter II-- The Power of Hypnosis 

EVERYOODY IS HYPNOTIZED IN ffiME WAYS 

20 

Leslie Lecron, in his book "Hypnotism Today", remarks re

peatedly that all of us, every one, experience hypnosis--to some 

degree and in many areas--during almost every day of our lives. 

As I have already indicated in the previous chapter, one of 

the world's major examples of disguised hypnosis is the adver

tising methods of America's cigarette and tobacco companies. 

Hundreds of millions of dollars are being expended by the tobacco 

interests in duplicative advertising campaigns in magazines , 

and on radio and television. These outfits employ the best 

artists and the most skilled copywriters to produce material 

wherein the emotionalized suggestion to smoke cigarettes is 

repeated, DUPLICATED, day in and day out, without letup. Beau

tiful girls, sophisticated-looking groups of people are depicted 

nonchalantly enjoying this or that brand of cigarettes. Not only 

are the hypnotizing effects of repetition applied, but also in 

this advertising, there is a cunning continuous exploitation of 

the tendency of the listener or of the viewer to identify him

self or herself with these relaxed, happy-looking people. 

If anti-tobacco instructions were pounded home duplica

ti vely, day after day, with half the intensity employed in hyp

notizing people into smoking habits, the effects probably would 

be disastrous to the tobacco peddlers. 

The beer ads on the billboards also illustrate the power o f 

sustained suggestion. These billboards often show a tall, beau

tifully-shaped glass of golden-hued beer--in the hand of a tall, 

beautifully-shaped golden girl, etcetera. The beer advertisers 
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know very well that only an occasional billboard would have a 

limited effect. Therefore, the ad is placed on hundreds of bill

boards so that the viewers see them, again and again, repeti

tively. 

When a worker or a truck driver starts out in the morning 

feeling fresh, fit, and alert, the beer ads on the boards may 

seem to be merely part of the scenery. But by mid-afternoon, 

after some hard sweaty I abor, the worker or truck driver is 

tired, less alert. His level of conscious awareness is lowered, 

and his subconscious receptivity is correspondingly higher--and 

then the persistently duplicated beer ads finally get in their 

work. The partially hypnotized viewer is convinced that a glass 

of cold beer is a wonderful thing to drink. 

AOOUT HYPNOTICALLY COMMANDED CRIME 

It is rather well known that the Hitler regime in Germany 

expertly used hypnotic techniques to control the entire German 

population. It is not so generally known that for unknown num

bers of years the militarists on BOTH sides of every major war 

have ruthlessly applied hypnotizing techniques to the soldiers 

in their armies, particularly under the equivocal title of 

"indoctrination." 

Some of the more or less secret handbooks used by the 

militarists for this purpose clearly disclose that the goal is 

to hypnotize soldiers into acting as savage mad-dog-like mur

derers. 

This brings us squarely to one of the prime questions about 

hypnosis: Is it possible to cause a hypnotized person to commit 

a crime? 

This is an extremely unpleasant question to every profes

sional hypnotist. The answers given are evasive, incomplete, and 
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misleading. The correct answer is: YES ••• sometimes. But this 

answer, too, is extremely misleading, if given without dis

cussion and amplification. 

The most accurate answer to this question that I have come 

across, so far, is given in a. book, "The Rape of the Mind," by 

Dr. Joost A. M. Merloo, formerly chief of the psychological 

department of the Netherlands Forces (during World Vta.r II). 

Dr. Merloo states: "What a. person can be compelled to do 

depends on the degree of dependency that hypnosis causes and the 

frequency of repetition (emphasis mine, VGJ\f) of the so-called 

posthypnotic suggestions ••• True, no hypnotizer can take a.wa.y a 

man ' s conscience and inner resistance immediately, but h e can 

arouse the latent wishes which may become active in his victim's 

unconscious by con tinua.l suggestion and continual pl a.ying upon 

those deeply repressed desires. Actual knowledge of brainwashing 

and of menticide proves that all this can be done. If the hypno

tizer persists long enough and cleverly enough, he can be suc

cessful in his aim. There are many antisocial desires lying 

hidden in all people. The hypnotic technique , if cleverly enough 

applied, can bring them to the surface and cause them to be 

acted out in life. The mass crimina.li ty of the guards in con

cen t ration camps finds pa.rtofits explanation in the hypno

tizing influence of the totalitarian state and its criminal 

dictator. Psychological study of criminals shows that their 

first violation of moral and legal codes often takes place under 

the strong influence and suggestion of other criminals. This we 

may look upon a.s an initial form of hypnosis ••• (Also) mass 

hypnosis can have a. dangerous influence on the individual. 

Psychiatrists have found that public demonstrations of mass 

hypnosis may provoke an increased hypnotic dependency and sub-
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missiveness in many members of the audience that can last for 

years. Larg,ely for this reason, Great Britain has passed a law 

maki ng seances and mass hypnotism illegal. Hypnosis may act a.s a. 

trigger mechanism for a repressed in fan tile dependency need in 

the victim and turn him temporarily into a.kind of waking sleep

walker and mental slave. The hypnotic command relieves him of 

his personal responsibility, and he surrenders much of his 

conscience to his hypnotizer. As we mentioned before, our own 

times have provided us with far too many exa.mpl es of how pol i ti

cal hypnosis, mob hypnosis, and even war hypnosis can turn 

civilized men in to criminals ••• " 

ON MISLEADING "RESEARCH" 

The . usual hypnotist, when asked about the possibility of 

one being caused to commit a crime while hypnotized, ordinarily 

avoids the deep and dangerous ocean of data. a.ccumul a ted under 

war conditions by topflight doctors and psychiatrists such a.s 

Dr. Merloo. The most frequent answer is that no inductee can be 

compelled under hypnosis to do anything violently contrary to 

his or her moral code . Also, certain experiments are widely 

quoted. In one of these, the inductee is handed a knife and 

commanded to stab some person. The inductee promptly complies, 

but he has been given a phony knife with a. blade made of rubber, 

which harmlessly doubles up. Then the inductee is handed a. knife 

with a. genuine keen steel blade and the command repeated. Where

upon the inductee promptly wakes up, and refuses to obey. 

Such experiments are valueless and mi sl ea.din~. \\hen a.n 

inductee is handed a rubber-bladed knife and commanded to stab 

some person for no clearly stated reason, he knows perfectly 

well that this is going to be some sort of dramatic but harmless 

trick. \\hen he is later handed a. steel-bladed knife, he easily 
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detects the different quality of the tone of the hypnotizer's 

command. As already stated, a hypnotized person's powers of 

perception are extren•ely acute. He senses clearly that the hyp

notizer, while commanding him to strike with the ,genuine knife, 

actually urgently desires that he should not do so. Hence the 

subject refuses ·to act or wakes up. 

On the other hand, not long ago a French doctor in Paris 

commanded his hypnotized mistress to stab his wife. The mistress 

walked to the kitchen, picked up a knife, went into the wife's 

bedroom, and stabbed her through the heart. 

"COME BACK FOR OUR LATEST COURSE! 

THIS IS IT! ONLY $100 MORE! " 

You · need not be unduly alarmed by the data disclosed in the 

preceding paragraphs. It is included herein, first, for the sake 

of uncompromising honesty with the reader, and secondly, to 

emphasize that hypnosis is not mere stage-show hocuspocus but 

is, on the contrary, a phenomenon that is of far greater power 

than is usually realized or admitted by its users. 

In the case of "open" undisguised hypnosis, there simply is 

no sane reason or motive that would lead the operator to cause a 

subject to commit a crime. Furthermore, if such a thing did 

occur, any police bureau hypnotist could readily rehypnotize the 

subject and ascertain the identity of the con trolling hypnotist. 

Also, there simp.Jy MUST be some sort of emotional motivation 

that appeals to the subject. In the case of the French doctor 

mentioned above, the thing that appealed to the hypnotized 

mistress was the notion that by destroying the wife, the mis

tress would have the woman 1 s husband all to herself. 

Also, and this really should be printed in letters about 

twelve feet high: The dangerous hypnotizations, such as those 
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dealt with by the Dutch Dr. Merloo, are covert, disguised pro

cedures, wherein hypnosis as such is never once mentioned, and 

wherein any slightest mention that the proceedings were hypnotic 

would promptly be howled down by the hypnotizing operators. 

Therefore, about the worst thing that could possibly happen 

to the average reader of these pages, in the hands of an uneth

ical hypnotist, would almost certainly NOT relate to the commit

ting of any criminal acts whatsoever. It would, instead, relate 

to the inductee being given posthypnotic instruction to come 

back, again and again, for further expensive treatments, or to 

feel a hypnotic all y-in stalled urge to write out checks or make 

gifts to the controlling operator. Even this perhaps is a rare 

and transient situation. 

Various cultist ou t:fi ts, who expertly incorporate hypno

tizing procedures in their instruction courses, send out batches 

of material designed to keep the unwitting inductee subscribing 

to course after course, with the interminable promise of new and 

greater disclosures, "illuminations," et cetera. Some of these 

outfits feature alleged "secrets of the ancients," others empha

size new spiritual revelations, and the like. 

The really dangerous and evil users of hypnosis, however, 

are confined mainly to the application of mass inductions to 

large groups of persons by militarists, by politicians, and by 

rel ip;ious operators. The once"-peaceful Arabs were converted by 

the hypnotizing techniques of the camel driver, Mohammed, into 

ferocious hordes of bloodthirsty butchers reveling in the 

slaughter of "infidels" of every kind. I once began carefully 

readi ng the Koran, the Mohammedan bible. Despite my knowledge of 

the t echniques of hypnosis, I could feel myself definitely "go

ing under" before getting half way through the book; therefore 
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I desisted from reading it further, except in a skimming manner. 

THE POWER OF ETHICAL HYPNOSIS IS UNDULY MINIMIZED 

Formal "open" hypnosis lends itself 

eficial and constructive instructions. 

almost sol ely to ben

Ye t it I'S so powerful 

that, as stated already several times, there seems to be a ten

dency to play it down by its ethical practitioners. 

I once attended a gathering of psychologists to listen to 

an address by Dr. Richard B. Clark, M.D., an instructor in the 

Los Angeles University of California. Dr. Clark employs hypnosis 

in his practice of obstetrics and in the management of drugless, 

yet painless, childbirth. 

Dr. Clark described the case of a young woman with a ser

ious heart condi t ion. This was NOT a "psychosomatic" or "mental" 

situation. X- rays plainly disclosed les ions in some of the 

structural areas of the heart. Other doctors had declared that 

the patient would face almost certain death if she ever tried to 

go through the labor of childbirth with this defective or 

diseased heart condition. 

Dr. Clark instituted hypnotherapy, and after several months 

new X-rays disclosed the patient's heart to be in perfect con

dition. She became pregnant, and went through this to the bear

ing of a child, with complete success, the birth being handled 

entirely with the aidofhypnotic techniques and without chemical 

anaesthetics. 

At the end of his talk, Dr. Clark turned to a beautiful 

woman in the 8lldience and asked her to stand up. This, he an

nounced, was his patient--by far the most radiantly happy and 

heal thy-looking person in the en tire gathering! I repeat: This 

was NOT a case of "hysteria", or fancied non-existent illness; 

this was a case with lesions visible in X-ray photographs, which 
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were completely healed. 

Other equally remarkable healings of hypnotherapy are be

coming so numerous that they can hardly be compiled. Further, as 

every professional hypnotherapist will assure you, ALL of the 

healings of "Christian Science" and of every other healing cult 

that do occur are achieved solely through the duplicative

imaging power of disguised hypnosis. 

If you, by chance, are a Christian Scientist, and feel 

offended by this statement, I refer you to the definition of 

hypnosis given in the previous chapter: Briefly, to repeat, 

hypnosis comprises the duplicative emotional im aging of DEOOMING 

HEALED or of having achieved some strongly sought-for ~oal. 

As the Bible correctly states: "As a man thinketh in his 

heart, so is he." Thi s does not mean that a single transient 

thought or men tal picture is likely to cause drastic changes or 

alterations in anybody. It does imply that sus tained or dupli

cated mental imaging patterns eventually will manifest them

selves on the physical level of reality. 
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Chapter Ill -- Basic lnstrumentative E1ements Preceding the 

SELF tiYPHO TAPE 

THE ADVENT OF THE ELECTROPSYCHO\fETER 

i 

28 

As I have previously stated, strange and complex factors 

underlie the organization of the SELF-HYPNO TAPE. One of these 

factors is ancient; two are ultramodern. A somewhat chronologi

cal account of the development of the SELF-HYPNO TAPE has seened 

therefore to offer the clearest presentation. 

The ancient basic psychical phenomena vaguely known as 

hypnosis has been scientifically defined, and its power has been 

emphasized. The next factor, in a time-relationship order, is 

the modem electropsychometer. 

In 1949 I was myself confronted with the problem of how to 

proceed toward the eradication of a distressed emotional state. 

As I have mentioned in other books, the onset of television in 

1949 resulted in the cancellation of a large-scale contract on a 

motion picture light-analyzing device that I had invented and 

patented. Much upset, I had consul ted several psychoanalysts. 

It appalled me to find that they were all operating, figura

tively speaking at least, in the prescientific Dark Ages of 

psychological procedures, employing the intolerably time-wasting 

procedures of the followers of 'Sigmund Freud. They were without 

electronic instrumentation of any kind. 

This led to my applying my knowledge of electronics and 

radio engineering to the inventing and developing of a series of 

psychical-area communication devices that I named Electropsy

chometers. As the patents and patent claims on these were grad

ually allowed at Washington, one after the other, without a 
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rejection, case history after case history of accurate and 

successful examinative psychoanalysis with these instruments 

were chalked up. As electropsychometric experience developed, 

year after year, in examinations of troubled and distressed 

persons, the certainty was reached that some of the uncertain, 

time-consuming, and extremely expensive Freudian procedures of 

the two preceding decades were due to be outmoded by electro

psychometric assessnents. 

One of the major reasons for the enormous expense and vast 

amount of time required in the previous methods of psycho

analysis was the uncertainty of the analyst a.s to what might be 

the real causes of the examinees' problems and illnesses. It was 

drummed into the head of every trainee that he almost certainly 

would in many cases tend to interpret the patient's data on the 

basis of the practitioner's emotional case, instead of on that 

of the patient. 'Sharp warnings on this appear througl'lout the 

literature. Therefore, to play things safely, the analysts 

always compel their hapless patients to gain their own "in

sights." This takes years, and even then, often results in 

destructive mistakes. 

El ec trop sychome try 

analytic problem just 

completely impersonal; 

clears up this sec tion of the psycho

about 100 percent. The instrument is 

it has no "psychical case" of its own. 

The electropsychometrist usually can directly apprise the exam

inee as to the probable major sources of his fears, stresses, 

and anxieties, just as the medical laboratory technician can 

positively inform one as to whether the bugs on a slide are 

those relating to pneumonia, syphilis, tuberculosis, et cetera. 

The laboratory technicians do not wait for the unfortunate 

patients to arrive at their own "insights" as to what they are 
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suffering from. They are accurately informed about it. Similarly 

in electropsychometry, the examinee receives direct specific 

information as to the sources of his distresses. 

Hence, for the 

removed from the 

reason that the operator's personality is 

assessment examination data, and for the 

equally important reason that the examinee's subconscious area 

is to tally unable to conceal anything of importance from elec

tronic registration, the electropsychometer has reduced the 

weeks and months of examinative guesswork of psychoanalysis to 

minutes of electropsychometric examinative procedures. Items 

that might never be uncovered in years of psychoanalysis are 

registered in less than sixty minutes of electropsychometric 

analysis. In some difficult cases, two hours are required- 120 

minutes. 

ELECTROPSYCHOMETRY NOT A THERAPY 

However, electropsychometry is an investigative art and 

science of ascertaining hidden causes of stress, inadequacy, and 

illness. It is not a system of treatment. Sometimes the elec

tropsychometric examination itself does act as treatment also, 

to an astonishing extent--but this is not its intended function. 

So there still remained the many-year treabnent bugaboo of 

psycho anal y si s. 

I had been through courses in several "short cut" pro ced

ures, including Dianetics. Dianetics was a big brief bubble of 

promise of fast methods, which burst with a bang in a storm of 

denunciation that it was camouflaged hypnosis. Also, its thous

ands of followers soon found their problems all returning to 

them, unresolved, and often worsened. 

This brought into sharp focus the question: Is hypnosis, or 

that is, hypnotherapy, good or bad? I then took courses of study 
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in formal hypnosis, and soon saw clearly that it had enormous 

power BOlli for evii or for good. AI so, the astonishing fact came 

sharply into focus that, as has already been stated herein, 

nearly all of us have been informally hypnotized, and that we 

are now in a. wide variety of hypnotized states, ranging from 

very slight to destructively deep. Sometimes these states are 

tr ansi en t, l a.s ting 

tually permanent 

only a. few seconds; sometimes they are vir

and of lifetime duration. These states are 

induced in us by other p~rsons, sometimes accidentally, but too 

often deliberately, under the guise of CONVINCING us of some

thing or other. To "convince" is to induce one to "see through" 

and to accept some proposition. This is tantamount to the pro

cedures of hypnosis. 

So the problem is: How can a person eliminate or neutralize 

the damaging effects of what others have previously done to him 

or to her, through applying to one's self the virtually limit

less power implicit in the phenomena known as hypnosis? 

What was required was a method, system, or set of proced

ures, with or without instrumentation, whereby one could reverse 

the powerful techniques of the covert hypnotizers--or to reverse 

the injuriously hypnotizing effects of painful past events--and 

thereby achieve a release from the invisible controls of these 
I 

persons and events. Or, and also, these self-activating proced-

ures should conversely be usable for increasing one's powers of 

concen tra.tion, ·· of recall, of dynamic action; for achieving an 

increasingly magnetic personality; or for developing some· of the 

as yet little used powers of the mind. 

CONCERNING "SLEEP TIIERAPY" DISC RECORDS 

It became obvious to me, eventually, that since we are 

subjected to hypnotizing effects through the action of force-
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fully, commandingly, or persuasively spoken words of other 

people , therefore any effective counter techniques would also 

require the use of the repeated or duplicated addressing to the 

processee of convincingly spoken and persistently repeated con

struct! vely-phrased affirmations, so as to create and sustain 

beneficial mental image patterns in the mind of the listener. 

This obviously implied the use of recorded, repeatable 

spoken material, and 1 ed to the investigation of the so-called 

sleep-therapy and sleep-learning systems using discs and tapes. 

Recordi ngs of instructions in speci fie foreign 1 anguages were 

found t o be effective, especially if used in a waking and not in 

a sleeping state. But generalized "stock" recordings carrying 

exhortations to be, or assertions that one is to become, "dy

namic, energetic, self-determined, relaxed, healed, happy, rich, 

prosperous, magnetic," etc., etc., seem to be of slight value. 

One reason for their ineffectiveness is perhaps that they are 

generalized discourses that do not adequately relate to the deep 

hidden causes of the listener's problems. 

The information acquired concerning sleep therapy record

ings is mainly that they have been attempted, off and on, for 

over thirty years, without achieving enough positive benefit to 

warrant their continuance. Several persons mentioned to me that 

they had purchased one outfit that cost them over $400; that 

they encountered serious mechanical troubles with the equipment 

and only limitedly beneficial effects. There was one remarkably 

uniform complaint from every user of a stock recording that 

while some help was obtained, and that the system seemed to hold 

immense promise, there was "something missing" in these record

ings. 

Obviously, what wa.s missing was the absence of a personal-
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ized approach, orof any type of psychical assessment procedures. 

The use of generalized recordings is somewhat analogous to the 

situation of a hunter going forth with a repeating shotgun on a 

pitch black night and firing the weapon off into the sky in all 

directions in the hope of brinp!;ing down a duck or a goose, with

out any idea as to where the birds, if any, were flying. 

Equally negative results are indicated in the work of gov

ernment researchers who have investigated sleep therapy with 

special instrwnentation, including both electropsychometers and 

electroencephalographic equipment. 

The EECG graphs the low-frequency electrical waves genera

ted in the brain. Each of these brain waves has a definite 

function. The one we find ourselves principally concerned with 

here is called the "alpha wave. 11 

The alpha wave potential governs one's power to receive 

communication, both through the eyes and through the ears. EECG 

graphs register variations whenever the examinee looks with con

centration at the pages of an educational book, or when he 

listens intently to spoken words addressed to him. 

Dut the EECG tests also disclose that the basic potential 

of the alpha wave drops during ordinary sleep to a mere fraction 

of that rer;istered when the examinee is fully awake. AI so, and 

as a result of this fact, one's ability to receive audio (by 

ear) communication while in deep ordinary sleep may be as low as 

one-tenth or one-twentieth of that prevailing in a fully alert 

waking state. 

Furthermore, there is another brain wave called the "delta 

wave," a wave that produces a rough .i agged graph, that rises to 

a high potential in sleep and 1 argely washes out the psycho

genetically later alpha wave. 

y 
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The alpha wave potential does 

still some even in sleep, but at 

not fall to zero; there is 

such a reduced value that 

"sleep-learning" will be many times lower than that achievable 

by study in a waking state. But there still is some action, and 

in a long enough time, something may be received. 

But the EECG tests when applied to persons in a hypnotized 

state disclose that the alpha waves are not only maintained at 

the normal level of the examinee's waking condition, but in some 

cases rise higher than in the ordinary waking states, occasion

ally rising from a normal of 100 percent to 110-120 percent or 

more. 

RECORDINGS SHOULD NOT BE STARTED 

AFTER ONE IS ALREADY ASLEEP 

What the EECG research discloses is: That any type of audio 

communication impinging upon the listener is only a fraction as 

effective during sleep as during the waking state, or in a hyp

notized state. EECG research validates our om1. findings, too, 

that causing a phonograph or tape machine to start up in the 

middle of the night by means of a time-clock, after one has 

fallen asleep, is an extremely undesirable procedure that 

achieves little or no beneficial results. Also, that all-night 

running of tapes or records may undermine one's rest and cause 

more injurious than good effects. 

The sole exception to this, so far, is with reference to 

our sleep-inducing loop tape. The affirmation on this tape is 

solely for the purpose of inducing refreshing sleep. It may be 

run an hour or so and then switched off with a clock, or may be 

allowed to run all night. This tape is extremely effective; it 

induces sleep--but it does not cure or eliminate the basic 

sources of insomnia. 
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Finally, the EECG research indicates that one's listening 

to recorded material is apt to be far more effective in a state 

of hypnosis than under any condition of sleeping or of normal 

wakefulness. 

PERSONALIZED DISCS ARE NOISY AND SHORT-LIVED 

Returning once more to the certainty, previously mentioned, 

that what is essentially required is some system of personalized 

recorded procedure: This led to the examination of the question 

of whether personalized phonograph discs could be successfully 

used. 

The answer is that they cannot. Space cannot be taken here 

to detail the technical research conducted in this direction. 

Suffice it to state that the production of a durable effective 

disc free of distracting scratch and background noise, while 

technically achievable, is prohibitively costly. 

Much confusion arises on this point. Commercicl music 

records are inexpensive and 

these records are duplicated 

have slight background noise, but 

pressings-- that is, copies of 

extremely costly "mother plates." Also, even in the record-mak

ing studios, all personal recording on discs has been abandoned; 

the recording is first made on tape, and transferred from there 

to the mother plates. 

The soft material of the originally-cut recording disc will 

NOT stand up to replayings of the essentially required quality-

and this is applicable equally to the producing of musical rec

ords and to the field of personalized self-help recordings. 

Hence, for several years the electronic side of personal

ized recordings has seemed to present unresolvable problems of 

monetary cost. 
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THE POTENTIAL MAGIC OF THE MODERN TAPE RECORDER 

Most of us view the magnetic tape recorder casually as 

being just another piece of electronic equipment. Actually, in 

its present form, it is one of the most extraordinary achieve

ments of the scientific age. Further, although already in ex

tensive use, its major potentiality-in the field of self-hypno 

therapy--is so far almost completely unrealized. 

The forerunner of the modern tape recorder was the Poulsen 

wire recorder, a nearly useless contraption. A German scientist, 

Pfaumer, developed the first· genuine tape recorder, with an 

oxide-coated paper tape. It was a completely "classified" 

(secret) machine. Its function was related to the operation of 

the world's first rocket, the German V-2. 

In the later stages of World War II, some o~ these machines 

--called Magnetophons--fell into the hands of American mi1i tary 

forces, who were astounded at their superiority to the American

made wire recorders. 

Two Magnetophons were brought from Germany to San Francisco 

in 1945 by John T. Mullins, a U.S.Army Signal Corps technician. 

Mullins demonstrated these machines to officials of the Ampex 

Corporation-- including Myron J. Stolaroff, who is at present 

also the student-user of an electropsychometer. After a one-hour 

demonstration of the machine, the Ampex Corporation was in the 

tape recorder business, with Mullins as consul-tant engineer. 

Bing Crosby, who had been fed up for years with master-disc 

recording, came from Hollywood to see the first AmpeL tape 

machines. He bought a number of them--at $4,500 apiece! That was 

what 6 good tape recorder cost at that time. The radio broad

casting companies bought a lot of these machines. Minnesota 

Mining and Manufacturing (3-M) announced they h6d mastered the 
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mass production of uniform high-grade magnetic tape-- and mag

netic recording was on its way. 

Magnetic recording has developed swiftly in two directions. 

The first direction is that of elaboration, leading to incredi

ble present-day $45,000 units that can record and immediately 

play and project back an entire sound-movie program. This ma

chine records both the picture and the sound and can immediately 

recreate both, without any chemical film work. Hundreds of these 

are being built. 

This development is mentioned briefly to emphasize how far 

tape-recording has progressed. What is of more direct importance 

to us is that the techniques of American manufacturing genius 

has brought . the cost of good home-use types of recorders down 

from the original $4,500 figure to less than $150--in this era 

of fast-rising prices. Also, high grade tape has been drasti

cally brought down in price. 

It is only during the last two or three years that this 

superbly efficient electronic instrument has become available at 

a feasible price for application in this field of self-therapy 

and self-improvement. This is perhaps destined to become the 

greatest, the most important of all applications of the magnetic 

tape recorder--developed originally as a highly secret destruc

tive machine of war! 

Just as the electropsychometer will eliminate much of the 

bumbling guesswork of the psychoanalyst, the tape recorder will 

immeasurably expand the field of activity of the ethical hypno

therapist. It will do this by making it possible for anyone 

effectively to apply at home, at relatively low cost, the person

alized procedures of hypnotherapy. 
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RECAPITULATION OF DEVELOPMENTS TO THIS POINT 

Briefly to summarize the material of tne present chapter: 

38 

Some type of rapid psychical or emotional-reflex response 

examination must be used to ascertain the basic causes of one's 

problems, anxieties, and stresses. The invention of the electro

psychometer has facilitated the ascertaining of such causes. 

Generalized sleep- therapy as supplied on commerciall y 

pressed discs is not likely to afford any significant resolution 

of psychical and emotional problems or of psychosomatic ill

nesses. 

The modern tape recorder does afford, at last, a low-cos t 

means for the efficient application of a personalized mode o f 

problem-solving and tension-releasing audio communication. 

Electroencephalagraphic research has disclosed that the 

hypnotic state affords by far the ruost efficient condition for 

the introduction of beneficial and constructive audio communi

cation material. 
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Chapter IV-- Basic Psychical Factors of the SELF-HYPNO TAPE 

HYPNOSIS VERSUS SELF-HYPNOSIS 
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Implicit in all of the data presented up to this point is 

the certainty that the major basic element in psychical systems 

of any type whatsoever is the powerful phenomena designated by 

the word hypnosis. The more completely a technique rests on 

hypnotic factors, the more powerful and effective it becomes. 

Yet, for my own part, the more intensively I studied hyp-

nosis., the more seminars I attended, the more positive I became 

that it would be difficult or impossible for me to submit to the 

hypnotizing control of any operator. Especially, since in the 

course of this study, I had gotten myself into a situation 

wherein every hypnot1c technique, both open and covert, in the 

book of an expert and ruthless operator was focused upon me in 

such a manner that I narrowly escaped losing the financial con-

trol of my extensive electropsychometer patents. 

By the time I had been through all this, I had arrived at 

three certainties. These were: 

- First: That the potential power of this psychical phenomena, 

inadequately indicated by the word "hypnosis," is probably 

limitless. 

- Second: That I would never again knowingly permit myself to 

be hypnotized by anyone. 

Third: That therefore I now urgently wished to learn how to 

achieve self-hypnosis. 

PREVIOUS METHODS OF SELF-HYPNOSIS 

In developing electropsychometry, I had researched the 

previous data of psychogalvanometry. Now I began looking into 
~ 

/ 
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the presently existing information and techniques for the 

achieving of self-hypnosis. This research was disappointing. 

Most of the leading books on hypnosis mentioned self-hypnosis, 

but only briefly. None contained any extensive specific instruc

tions for achieving self-hypnosis-- except under the personal 

guidance of a hypnotist! 

There probably is not one book on hypnosis that does not 

indicate that the only effective way to achieve self-hypnosis is 

by one's having a professional hypnotist bring about a state of 

trance, employing the usual inductive procedures, and then for 

the hypnotizer to give the inductee a posthypnotic instruction 

or command that the inductee would thereafter be able to hypno

tize himself. 

Even then, there is not much information to be found as to 

just how one is to proceed after receiving such posthypnotic 

commands for the achieving of' self-inductions. Not a word on 

precisely what to do, what to say, or even what to think to 

one's self. In short, nothing on how effectively to apply self

hypnosis, even if it is achieved. 

So, since all books on hypnosis insisted that one had first 

to be hypnotized by a professional operator, I finally did 

decide to go to Leslie LeCron and have him attempt the initial 

induction. LeCron, who is one of the most prominent hypnotists 

in America, is a kindly, gentle, and unassuming man-- something 

that cannot be said for many hypnotizing operators. I knew that 

I could trust Leslie, and would be in no fear of him. 

His attempt at achieving the induction did not, on the sur

face, seem to be successful. I remained rather tense and--! 

thought--at a high level of analytical alertness. It seemed to 

me that I could not subconsciously consent to the experiment. 
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Leslie seemed also to arrive at this evaluation. Without too 

much forcefulness, he did assure me that hereafter I would be 

able to induce self-hypnosis--but then rather unexpectedly he 

modified this by stating with some certainty that in view of my 

work with the electropsychometer, I would myself bring into 

conscious awareness an ~ffective NEW SYSTEM for the achieving of 

all of the beneficial effects of hypnosis, without the presence 

of any hypnotizing operator. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LECRON-COMMANDED 

NEW SYSTEM FOR ACHIEVING HYPNOSIS WITHOUT 

THE PRESENCE OF A HYPNOTIZING OPERATOR 

At once, I went to work on the project. 

had hypnotized me after all. 

Obviously, LeCron 

This again illustrates 

should never lose sight of: 

one of the major facts that one 

Effective hypnotization does NOT 

reouire that one should lose consciousness in a formal hypnotic 

trance. One may have the illusory certainty of being completely 

awake and alert throughout the entire session. 

At any rate, this book, its organization, its development, 

and all of the formulations set forth in it, have followed the 

LeCron induction and posthypnotic instruction. Herein is an 

organized workable system of techniques whereby anyone, even I, 

can induce hypnosis without the presence of a hypnotizing oper-

a tor. 

Af ter the LeCron induction, I set about reviewing and cor

relating everything I had learned so far about hypnosis, of both 

the open and disguised types. The major facts, so far, appeared 

to be these: 

1: With the exception of idiots, mongoloids, and some very 

feeble-minded persons, every human being is susceptible to hyp-
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h no tic inductions-- to some degree and for some variable duration 

of time. 

2: That every living person is already hypnotized in some 

a.rea.s of his personality, the hypnotiza.tions having been inflict

ed through a. wide variety of sources a.nd causes, such for 

example through duplicative advertising, duplicative sermons, 

duplicative impingements of a.ll sorts of situations. 

1_; That hypnosis is manifested by the inductee emotionally 

trying to act out in physical reality, a.s well a.s he or she can, 

the mental pictures that a.re being developed a.nd sustained in 

the mind, in accordance with the instructions of the hypnotizing 

source. 

4: Tna.t the phenomenon formally called hypnosis is induced 

through emotionally-intensified duplicated suggestions. Hence, 

hypnosis is in the main a. name for a. special kind of emotional 

phenomenon. 

When one is alert a.nd not in a.ny severe emotional si tua.

tion, one operates on the mental level by viewing a.n immense 

number of seeming--but not actually--concurrent mental pictures, 

involving persons, objects, things, in a. vast a.nd flexible vari

ety of possible relationships. These relationships a.re mentally 

tested a.nd tried out by endlessly varying the combinations of 

pictures in the mind. This is the a.ct of so-called reasoning. 

One reasons by viewing a. vast number of possible a.nd a.va.ila.ble 

combinations of mental pictures, swiftly, one after the other, 

a.t a.n enormously rapid rate. What appears, a.t the time, to be 

the best combination in relation to the problem a.t hand, is 

selected, a.nd a. decision is thereby reached to use this partic

ular combination of mental images. The person is now said to 

have "thought the wa.y through" to a. rational, reasonable decis-
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ion. The final decision to proceed in a certain way is called an 

act of one's will. 

So long as one is able to continue in this tempo, compar

ing, d i scriminating, judging among a variety of possible combin

ations of mental pictures, one cannot be said to be hypnotized-

that is, not with reference to that specific problem. 

Further, as long as one remains in this state of alertness 

and high awareness, one cannot be controlled to any damaging 

extent by injurious suggestions from others. All suggestions are 

carefully listened to, the corresponding men t al pictures are 

created in the mind, and the perspicacious listener swiftly 

views t hese modified mental pictures. If he "sees" definitely 

that the proposed new combination is beneficial, desirable, or 

advantageous, he is apt to accept the suggestion and to act upon 

it. But if the series of mental pictures of the future relation

ships that would ensue are unfavorable, then the recipient of 

the suggestion rejects it, politely, perhaps, but flatly, and 

takes little further notice of it. This is again an exercise of 

one's "free will." 

What really occurs here is that the conscious processes of 

the mind examine, view, and accept or discard suggestions. When 

discarded, the suggestions are not transmitted on into the sub

conscious processes. 

THE "EMOTIONAL SITUATION" 

But now, let us suppose that we get ourselves into an 

emotional situation. Most of us assume that we know what an 

emotional situation is. When asked to define it, however, we are 

apt to respond by giving an example, such as a situation wherein 

we feel anger, fear, remorse, joy, et cetera. This is not a 

definition in any direct scientific sense. Neither are detailed 
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descriptions of physical demonstrations, the sweating, crying, 

screaming, and the like resulting from the incidence of emo

tions. These are effects--not the emotions themselves. 

Emotion--E-motion--energy-motion-- is a bionucleonic energy 

flow pattern manifesting itself in some areas of the mind as a 

set of images or mental pictures, wherein actions are occurring 

--things are happening-- which are or which seem to be to some 

degree beyond the control of the viewer. 

If you are standing on a great bridge, and it starts to 

collapse, you image up your disastrous descent. This would be 

called an emotion of fear. If you are suddenly confronted by a 

dangerous man aiming a snub-nosed automatic at you, you image up 

the bullet . tearing through your physical structure. Another fear 

emotion. 

BUT HERE IS THE IMPORTANT FACT ABOUT ALL EMOTIONS: Sets of 

emotional images 

motion pictures. 

sciousness. 

may be compared to the dramatic close-ups of 

They occupy almost the whole screen of con-

In reasoning, one views a wide panorama of persons, ob

jects, things in varying experimental and testing relationships. 

When one becomes emotional, one's mental screen is more or less 

completely filled with one single relatively-powerful picture 

that holds one's entire attention. 

When one is in a state of emotional upset, one is com

pletely unable to compare the one screen-filling picture in the 

mind with any other pictures whatsoever. In fact, one is often 

unable even to generate any other pictures at all in the mental 

processes. One can only see one terrifying picture, perhaps of a 

gun muzzle, or of being trapped in roaring flames, or an enraging 

picture of the scoundrel kissing one's wife, or of the hussy 
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fondling one's man. How can one be expected to "think calmly" in 

such a situation? 

Persistently duplicated emotional one-major-image pictures 

of this kind are of the essence of some states of hypnosis. The 

canceling or dissolving of some of these can be achieved only 

through equally powerful techniques of hypnotic reversals, 

whereby the picture that fills the screen of the mind is bio

electronically neutralized and thereby caused to disappear. 

These magnified emotional, persistently-duplicated pictures 

or scenes, of proportions that fill the screen of the mind, 

wherein one is being rejected, discarded, cast off, and wherein 

one is often concurrently developing some serious physical ail

ment or disease, can all be REVERSED by hypnotic techniques into 

pictures of being wanted, being loved, being accepted; the hyp

notic technique sometimes being devoted mainly to the formulation 

that these painful scenes that fill the mind are OF THE PAST-

that they are not occurring now. Such semantic affirmations are 

often combined with the installing of beneficial and curative 

mental image patterns of being physically healed or made whole 

once more. 

ON THE REDUCTION OF CONSCIOUS AWARENESS 

The major functions of the perceptive conscious processes 

of the mind are to receive from the exte rnal world, and to 

filter through into the subconscious processes, selected ele

ments from all the vast floods of perceptual information that is 

continually flowing in through the senses; through the eyes, 

ears, skin, etc. 

Any situation that fills the screen of awareness of the 

conscious mind, whether emotional or otherwise, usually results 

in a drastic lowering of the efficiencies of all conscious pro-

-..,, 
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cesses other than those being used in viewing and contacting the 

present-moment event. This leads at once to unhealthy and dan

gerous possibilities. It has repeatedly been shown, in situa

tions wherein one's conscious processes are turned down, blocked 

off, inhibited, or even reduced to an unusually low level, that 

suggestions, instructions, and commands can be transmitted 

directly into the areas of one's subconscious processes, with

out conscious discrimination, and consequently are apt to be 

accepted and acted upon by the subconscious. 

The first aim, therefore, of a hypnotizing operator is to 

do something that will cause the inductee to shut off or to turn 

down his perceptual conscious-awareness powers of ~ritical dis

crimination, so that thereafter the hypnotizer can feed his 

commands directly into the inductee's subconscious processes. 

These subconscious processes will themselves image up the sug

gested mental pictures and proceed to act on them. Here again is 

an "emotional" type of situation. The mental picture created in 

accordance with the hypnotizer's instructions fill the entire 

screen of the mind, and nothing else can be seen. 

There are several, in fact there are many, ways whereby the 

hypnotizer may reduce the inductee's level of conscious aware

ness. Several of us know of one German-American dentist who, 

when confronted with a. jumpy, nervous patient, will suddenly 

<,lraw back, open both of his big powerful hands, and slap the 

patient violently, first on one cheek with his right hand, and 

then immediately on the other cheek with his left hand. As the 

second blow impacts, he yells, "SLEEP!" 

This German dentist has, through experience, achieved a. 

certainty about the efficacy of this startling and savage Prus

sian technique. It works for him in about 99 percent of his 
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cases. Those in whom he encounters a failure of course spring up 

and flee. But this dentist cares not a hoot. He doesn't want to 

be bothered with ahy difficult characters. 

Once I had a patient from Europe with the following prob

lem. Intellectual and intelligent, she readily accumulated cred

its for entrance into a college, remained only a few weeks, then 

withdrew and went and entered another. She entered one institu

tion of learning after another, and remained in none. She had 

ha.d conventional psychiatry, to no avail. 

Fifty minutes of electropsychometric examination clearly 

disclosed her entire story. 

Although born into a weal thy family, she was an unloved, 

unwanted, ·mistreated child. Her cruel mother struck and whipped 

her often. Once, enraged at the child's failure to perform some 

minor allotted task, the woman struck her violently as she stood 

at the top of a long stairway. The child began tumbling down the 

stairs. The mother seized a copper vase and hurled it downward. 

It struck the child in the back of the neck. And, as it struck, 

the woman had screamed wrathfully, "YOU WilL NEVER FINISH ANY

THING YOU START!" 

This is another perfect example of "percussion hypnosis." 

This girl has been cleared, and some time ago won first prize in 

a college essay contest dealing with certain aspects of inter

personal relations. 

OPEN HYPNOSIS--AND SELF-HYPNOSIS--IS 

INDUCED BY GRADUAL STAGES 

A practising hypnotist obviously cannot use any such meth

ods as the one described above. The best and by far the most 

often-used technique for initiating at least the preliminary 

stages of an induction is known as "fractional relaxation." This 
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I 
consis t s simply in having the inductee visualize himself as 

relaxing the various general areas of his body, and the major 

organs and structures thereof, one after the other, beginning 
~ 

with the toes, feet, and legs, progressing up through the body, 

and concluding at the head. The oral instructions are to relax. 

The del ivery must be slow, the tone of the voice pleasant, rest

ful, and really relaxing. In cases wherein the word "relax" 

causes only more tension instead of relaxation, then the term 

"at eas e" is substituted. Also, the words "relax" and "at ease" 

are often combined, as shown in our charts that follow later 

herein . 

Al most anyone is happy to follow this ins t ruction--to relax 

taut muscles and physical structures. The technique is carried 

on at some length, and the corresponding mental pictures are of 

increas ing ease, restfulness, and, sometimes, sleepines~. The 

conscious level of awareness begins to fall. The relaxation pro

cedure is followed by further important hypnosis-inducing tech

niques that will shortly be recited herein in detail. 

But these are now briefly postponed to present one further 

chapter on basic bionucleonics. This has been declared by two 

readers of the manuscript to be the most valuable chapter in 

this entire book. 
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Chapter V --You Are More Than 99 Percent Music! 

(An ex t ract from a lecture in the tape-reoorded oourse, "Elec

tropsychometry and Pre-sleep Tapes") 

Herewith are briefly presented the bionucleonic factors 

that underlie the powerful effects both of hypnosis and self

hypnotizing techniques. 

Any person who has ever used a personalized SELF-HYPNO tape 

made in our laboratories has a total certainty as to its power 

and effectlveness. The org8lli zation 8lld structure of these tapes 

is the oonsequence of research in nuclear physics, as applied to 

the functioning of living org8llisms, particularly, of course, 

with reference to hum8ll beings. 

Most of us are aware, in a rather vague 8lld general way, 

that the human body is a very remarkable structure of living 

cells, 8lld that these cells are tiny elaborate organisms that 

oohere together, forming all the org811s, tissues, 8lld other 

structures of the body. 

Cells are of m8lly kinds. There are bone cells, muscle 

cells, blood cells; in short, there are thous8llds of differen

tiations of cells. But each 8lld every one of these cells has 

br8llched off or grown through the absolute miracle of cell

division, beginning with the one single cell of fused sperm 811d 

ovum a t the moment of conception. Or really, for that matter, 

beginning with the first living cells that appeared on this 

pl8llet aeons ago, for we are, each and E!very one, the present

moment product of cell-division processes that have continued 

since the creation of those very first, original 8llcient cells. 

Our body cells are very small, most of them being about 
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.1/lOOth of an inch in dimneter, so that one could put 100 of 

them on e one-inch section of a ruler. Most, though not ell, 

cells are somewhat spheri.cal in shape, and all contain a jelly

like material called protoplasm which surrounds a still tinier 

nucleus in the center. A cell is a complete living thing in it

self. It takes in food from the blood, and discharges waste 

products back into the blood. It is a very elaborate structure, 

every cell being made up of thousands of organic molecules. A 

molecule is a particle of stuff so snell that it is below the 

range of a microscope. Yet a molecule is itself, in turn, made 

up of still smeller elements--the atoms. A simple non-organic 

molecule is made up of atoms of the smne basic element through

out. For instance, a molecule of iron contains only atoms of 

iron. A molecule of silver has only silver atoms. 

The organic molecules of the body are far more intricate 

structures made up of a wide variety of the 9 2 basic atomic 

elements, ranging from the lightest atom--hydrogen--to the heav

iest--uranium. 

In this so-called atomic age, the fact is rather generally 

known that each atom is, in turn, a strange, almost undescrib

able structure of electrons which act as if they were circula

ting swiftly around a tiny center called the protonic nucleus. 

It seems very much worthwhile to try to develop here et 

least a symbolical picture of the atom, for the power of the 

SELF-HYPNO tape is a consequence of the self-willed or free

willed conscious utilization of the non-physical energies and 

forces existing within the atom. 

Let us assume that we have on a microscope slide a drop of 

human blood. The blood is composed of a wide assortment of 

molecular particles, some very complex. We shall discard all but 
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one of a relatively simple group of molecules found in the 

blood--those molecules comprising water. So now we are to con

sider only the water molecules of a blood cell. A water molecule 

is made up of two elements, one of hydrogen and the other of 

oxygen. 

The hydrogen atom is the basic atom of the entire universe. 

Vast, immeasurable masses of hydrogen are now known to exist 

throughout all interstellar space. Hydrogen is probably the 

original basic building material of the universe. All of the 

other elements known to us seem to be trensfonnations of the 

hydrogen atom. Like all other atoms, the hydrogen atom has a 

center, or nucleus. Around this protonic center there is supposed 

to circulate one solitary electron. 

The oxygen atom of the water molecule has a similar 

nucleus, but with more material in it than is found in the 

center of the hydrogen atom. Around this nucleus there are eight 

circulating electrons. When an oxygen at<Jll and a hydrogen atom 

are "married11 very tightly by sane means that is not any too 

clearly expressible at this time in lan.e,uage, the oxygen atom 

seizes the one single electron of the hydrogen atom. The oxygen 

atom, with its eight electrons, is, perhaps, bigger and stronger 

than the little hydrogen atom. So the oxygen atom seizes the 

hydrogen atom's l.one electron-- again illustrating the oddly

correct Biblical assertion that to those who have shalJ be 

given, and from those who have not shall be taken away. 

The seizure of the hydrogen electron by the oxygen atom 

forces the hydrogen center to come along with the seized elec

tron, so that there is now formed a tightly-bound system, with 

two protonic centers and nine electrons. The product of this 

electromagnetic marriage is a molecule of water. It is known 
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that this marriage is performed like a shotgun wedding; that is, 

the bringing together of the oxygen and hydrogen atoms produces 

a violent explosion. There is a great release of something 

called "energy" ih the fusion of hydrogen and oxygen. 

Practically any one of the changes of the electronic con

tent of any atom releases tremendous amounts of this something

ness called energy. 

We now need to get some kind of symbolical visualization of 

the actual state of affairs within the atom. To achieve this, 

let us try to visualize a hydrogen atom. The only way that this 

can be done-- on the present low-grade level of human conscious

ness--is to pretend to magnify the atom. And, in order to main

tain some sense of proportion, and of relative sizes, let us 

assume that we are magnifying not only an atom of hydrogen, but 

an entire human body of which this atom happens to be a part. 

It is going to be necessary to do some tremendous magni

fying in order to get a good picture. We shall magnify the body 

up to such a size that the distance around one's waist would be 

many times more than the distance around our entire solar sys

tem. This would make a pretty big man, or woman. 

With the human waistline thus magnified, one of the drops 

of water in our blood might be about the diameter of this earth. 

Assuming that all the internal components are relatively magni

fied, we would now have hydrogen atoms which are each about the 

size of a good big city block. 

It has been said that this would enable one to step into 

the atom and have a look around. This statement is a bit mis

leading. You could not ever step into an atom even if it were 

the size of a city block. It would be a stupendous and fatal 

adventure. But supposing you did. All that you would see would 
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be a tiny little bright spot the size of a pinhead--the protonic 

nucleus of the atom. And, somewhere about, you might see a 

luminous sphere, perhaps the size of an orange, or of a cabbage, 

going round and round that tiny central bright point. Just one 

lonely little luminous ball going round and round. There is no 

shell, no spherical wall enclosing an atom. There isn't anything 

but this tiny, · hotly-glowing center, with this solitary electron 

circling around it. 

If you were to step into an oxygen atom, the center might 

look about the same as that of the hydrogen atom, though slight

ly bigger. And going around you there would be eight luminous 

little spheres--the atom's electrons. 

And," if you stepped into a pool of wate r magnified in this 

proportion, you would experience sensa.tions , perhaps, of having 

stepped into a vast universe full of tiny little suns, these 

being the atomic centers. Scattered all around them, you might 

observe the far-separated flying electrons of the atoms. As far 

as you could see there would probably be darkness, a strange 

seemingly-empty universe with nothing but little bright points 

in it. 

There are no boundaries, no borders, no shapes to the atoms! 

Also, your sight, in order to "see" the circling electrons, 

would have to be some form of super-sight, since electrons move 

far too fast to be seen by the human eye or by any camera. No 

one has ever seen an electron. No photograph of one has ever 

been successfully taken. Photographs that have been taken in 

nucleonic research show not electrons but the effects of passing 

electrons. 

The important thing to realize now, above all else, is that 

your physical body is made up of nothing but this--a vast organ-
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izat i on of these protonic centers and these circulating elec

trons--and of nothing else. Nothing else, that is, physically 

speaking. 

In a non-physical sense there is very much else in atoms, 

and i n the body. 

·It has already been stated in these books that if it were 

possi ble to squeeze you down, to squeeze out all this emptiness, 

to such a degree that all of the electrons in your body were 

brought close together against the central protons of the atoms, 

thereby doing away with enormous areas of physical nothing

nesses, you would be squeezed and squeezed until you finally be

came a really solid mass with your electrons and protons all 

pressed into one object, then you would be smaller in' diameter 

than the head of a common pin. 

Your actual protonic stuff is, in fact, so slight that it 

would not even occupy fully the head of a pin. It is important 

to achieve the conception or the realization that you, as a 

human being, are mostly composed of energies and forces that 

operate in the vast empty spaces between the electrons and the 

protons of your bodily form. 

I stated, a moment ago, that if you could step into an area 

of magnified atoms, you would step into a universe of tiny 

poin t s of light, and with electron spheres circulating at great 

distances around these bright points. But the position of any 

specific electron at any time cannot be predicted. The only 

thing that it has been possible to predict is that an electron 

will pass by a point "inside" an atom sooner or later, or that 

it has passed by a point and is now somewhere else. It has never 

been possible to put a finger right on an electron. 

Yet the effects of electron flights are so definite that 
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the manifestation is, at least, as if there were spheres going 

swiftly around the protonic centers, whether anything actually 

goes or not. But mainly, the atom is empty, as far as physical 

stuff is concerned. 

At the same time, from the viewpoint of our present human 

conscious mind, at its present level of development, it is im

possible to consider all this "space" within the atom to be 

truly empty. 

What is here is some tremendous power radiating from the 

protonic centers outwardly toward the supposed electrons. In 

addition to this "electromagnetic energy", there are, undoubt

edly, other kinds of equally non-physical energies operating 

within the atom. 

It is a certainty that a vast series of super-high frequen

cies are involved in the manifestations of these non-physical 

powers--so that if your ears were constructed in a more fast

acting and sensitive way, or if you were supplied with frequen

cy-converting equipment of some marvelous kind to wear over your 

present ears, to enable you to hear the action of these waves 

that radiate outwardly from the protons of the atoms, you would 

hear a tremendous burst of music! 

This statement may be a symbolization, but, nevertheless, 

it is as good as can be expressed at this time in human lan

guage. For these waves and forces are not random. They have a 

magnificent harmonic order, just as music has an harmonic order . 

The entire universe, and every living person, animal, and 

plant in this universe, are immense symphonies of music. A type 

of music far more powerful and far more enthralling than any

thing that has ever been produced, so far, on the human con

scious level. 
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This music goes on, presumably, forever. 

It is not physical. 

~ 
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We recogniz&, when we hear a great orchestra, that we are 

hearing music. We do not identify themusic with the instruments. 

It is rather hard to say what the music is. I am not talking, 

now, about the mere air vibrations 

am speaking about the music itself. 

which transmit the music, I 

It is not a physical thing 

at all. Yet we know that it exists, and that we can enjoy it. 

Likewise, these waves, energies, and force-fields that 

operate within the atom are of that order. They are super-high 

frequencies of music. These wave force-fields, these ethereally 

ordered harmonics, are not physical. Yet they are there. 

Repeating again: If you could be compressed down to where 

you were really solid stuff, you would be smaller than the head 

of a pin. Nonetheless, you do have the physical size that you 

appear to have. You are five-feet-six, or six-feet-one, and you 

weigh 180, or 130, or whatever number of gravitational pounds 

you register on your bathroom scales. So it is obvious that if 

your basic matter stuff is less in amount than the content of 

the head of a pin, then you are mainly composed of extremely 

powerful and of extremely real high-frequency waves, fields, and 

forces. 

1f You are over 99 percent music. Music--because these fields, 

waves, and forces are of ordered and beautiful harmonic struc

ture: just as is music. These forces, waves, and fields are not 

helter-skelter things any more than music is. They are mathemat

ical, ordered; they have resonances, harmonies, harmonics. 

Another basic and equally major phase of this manifestation 

of waves, forces, and titanic fields operating within you and 

through you is that when you create an image or picture in your 
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mind, when you see the face of your mother, or recall a mountain 

range, a forest, a great ship that you have seen, the image in 

your mind is specific. It is actually there. 

Your mental image is like the music. It has no physical 

substance or body--but it is extremely real. 

Mental images of this type, that is, mental pictures of 

external objects, may not entail any visible effects. Mental 

images, however, that are directed internally upon the other 

force-fields of the body, or upon the psychical areas of the 

mind, may, in time, cause tremendous effects. 

Let us assume that you create an image in your mind, where

in you visualize a certain change, alteration, or modification 

in some area 0 f your body. When you do this' you are directing 

waves, energies, and force-fields into a state of opposition to 

or impingement against the presently prevailing waves and fields 

in t he specific area of your structure that you are thinking 

about. 

If you image a change, for example, in the area of the 

lining of your stomach, you are creating in your mind a set of 

image-energy patterns that interact upon the waves of bionuclear 

energy-flow patterns of the lining of the stomach. Through the 

electronic channels of the autonomic nervous system, the energy

flow patterns of the visualized image are transmitted into the 

area concerned and are registered there. 

It is important, at this point, to realize that the physi

cal appearance of the lining of the stomach, or of any other 

internal area, as viewed from the conscious level, is of no sig

nificance here. Your physical body has been designed, evolved, 

and constructed wholly by imaginative processes that are c~lled 

subconscious. You are only slightly in charge, on the conscious 
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level, of the operations of your internal areas. You do not need 

to know, on the conscious level, anything whatever about the 

appearance of your living internal structures. In some power

fully imaginative way, your subconscious applies the data of 

non-physical blueprints and operating techniques relating to 

chemistry, to electricity, and to every other element of sci

ence, in the creating and maintaining of YOU. During everyminute 

of your existence, your subconscious integrates an indescribably 

complex set of dynamic image-action-patterns which are mani

fested as YOU. 

The non-physical dynamic subconscious activities within us 

are of such high order that our knowledge of organic chemistry 

and our most advanced mathematics are, as yet, only feeble sym

bolizations, on the conscious level, of processes and orders of 

relationships that the subconscious has been using for unknown 

millions of years in the evolution and construction of our phys

ical and our psychical selves. The subconscious originates, it 

invents, and perfects chemical and electrical structures and 

processes. The imaging power of the subconscious expresses it

self in the beautiful coloring and structuring of a gorgeous 

flower-- and in the preparations within the human embryo for 

elaborate organic instruments that are NOT YET--at that stage of 

gestation-- required for any immediate purpose whatsoever, but 

only for later, future use. There is probably no limit to the 

imaging power of subconscious intelligence. On the conscious 

level we are merely endeavoring to interpret and to reapply 

imaginative power that the subconscious has used for ages. 

Apparently, on this planet, only human beings are also priv

ileged to imagine-- to create mental images-- on the conscious 

level. This is the highest, the greatest gift, of consciousness. 

~ 
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This, the power consciously to create and to sustain mental 

images, good or bad, destructive or constructive, is the power 

of "free will." There is no possible limit to its potentialities. 

\., Creating mental images s e t s non-physical forces into 

action. Waves and energies are released that impinge upon the 

possibly opposing waves and forces functioning in the areas 

wherein you are concerned. A definite interaction ensues. 

It is absolutely essential, at this point, to avoid devel

oping the dangerous illusions of some cults that the physical 

body and the physical universe is unreal. These waves, forces, and 

energies are all extremely real. Everything is vastly more real 

than we can possibly perceive, so far, on the conscious level. 

The non-physical wave s, fields, and forces, comprising the uni

v e rse and comprising our psyches and our bodies, manifest them

selves with such tremendous reality that all sorts of basic laws 

of matter 

law of 

cetera. 

have been consequently formulated: thermal laws, the 

gravitational effects, laws of nuclear reactions, et 

Furthermore, when, for example, a knife severs flesh, this 

is no illusion. The force fields of the knife blade enter into 

superior conflict with the tissues being separated; the tissues 

give way. The force-fields of strychnine taken into the stomach 

act with violent and destructive power upon the tissues of the 

stomach so that these tissues likewise give way. The effects are 

as taught in the textbooks of electricity, of chemistry, of 

medicine, of steel-making, of aircraft construction, et cetera. 

Do not ever try to ignore, or to invalidate, these effects by 

simply saying that all things are mainly waves, fields, and 

forces. The reality of things is by virtue of the tremendous 

power of these waves, fields, and forces wherein and whereby 
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things manifest themselves. 

The preceding description of the magnification of an atom 

is fictional license--and, even more so, is the idea of stepping 

into this magnified atom to have a look around. If one could and 

did step in, one would have to assume that the laws of the atom 

were temporarily suspended, for the super-powerful fields of the 

atom are nearly impenetrable; hence the stepping in would be 

followed by a swift, terrible flash of radioactive annihilation. 

In the preceding paragraphs, it has been stated that mental 

image patterns produce effects in the specific areas toward 

which they are directed. At first, the degree of these effects 

may seem to be slight. Imaging modifications a few times, or even 

a f e w hundred times, with reference either to physical or 

psychical personality alterations, may not produce any seeable 

effects or improvements whatsoever. 

Improvements or alterations can be achieved, usually, only 

by sustained dwelling upon the desired event or situation. You 

may wish for health, or for improvement in some physical area. 

To bring this about requires sustained duplicative imaging of 

improvement in the desired area. This is one of the phases of 

so-called "positive thinking." But remember-- the subconscious 

has spent thousands or millions of years evolving the present 

structure of the body to the condition in which it now appears. 

The subconscious has found that the methods it has used in the 

past are workable. Through these methods you have been evolved 

and created as you are. If you wish to alter something in this 

structure, you are apt to run into resistance or reluctance on 

the part of your subconscious processes to follow the new idea. 

For the subconscious says, in effect, "What we have done has 

worked, up to now. We are living. We are here. If these proposed 
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changes are made, how do we know that this may not result in the 

termination, destruction, or the end of our entire being?" In 

short, it might bring about death. It might make us sicker than 

we are. So there is no certainty--in the subconscious area--on 

this. 

Therefore, it is essential to repeat, to duplicate, an 

image pattern of change long enough and with sufficient inten

sity that the force-fields thereby created in the mind finally 

DO modify the force-fields in the area that you are wishing to 

change. 

Now it has been found, again and again, that one CANNOT 

dwell upon or indefinitely sustain a mental picture. When one 

s e es any mental picture, one is creating an energy-pattern 

effect in the mind of extremely brief duration. No way has yet 

b e en found to measure the duration period of a mental image, but 

i t mus t b e in microse conds, or in minute fractions of micro

s e conds. When you dwell upon or sustain an image, you are really 

r epeating or duplicating this image again and again. You create 

the image, and it vanishes. You form it again--and it vanishes. 

Again you create it--and it vanishes. 

the technique of projecting motion 

faster. 

It's roughly analagous to 

picture film, but vastly 

By the duplicating of groups of images, you form an image 

pattern. If you dwell upon or sustain an image pattern of ANY 

de sired a chievement, you are causing to occur on the mental 

l evel of your mind, a rapid succession of very brief images. 

Each image has an extremely small effective potential. Speaking 

now in microvolt or microampere values, the voltage and amper

ages probably are less than a millionth of a microvolt or a 

microamp. 
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The only way t hat such an extremely low potential can pro

duce effects is through the power of the fourth-dimensional 

factor that we know as time. A powerful force may operate for a 

short period of time and produce quite a great effect. A very 

low-potential force , such as this of the mental image pattern, 

when multiplied by the fourth-dimensional factor of time, can 

produce incomparably more tremendous effects. 

This is the basic and major secret of the changes that you 

can bring about through mental imaging. The duplications of the 

desired image of an event or of an achievement are repeated so 

many times, so many thousands and thousands of times, that the 

cumulative effects are equal, eventually, to a titanic force. If 

you stored pulses of a millionth of a microwatt and repeated 

these a million time s, you have achieved a stored power level of 

a microwatt. Repeat ing this again a million times, your stored 

power amounts to a potential one-watt pulse , and repeating 

another million times you have a potential pulse of one million 

watts, which would deliver a very heavy jolt. 

This is what goes on in the mind-- provided a specific 

image or image pattern is duplicated enough times. An infinites

imal level of energy is, through time, built up to such an 

effect that it can have awesome power. In bringing about effects 

in one's physical structure, these effects may eventually be 

signifi cant, because there is really so little physical stuff in 

the body to be altered. What ARE altered are bionuclear energy

flow patterns. 

I t has been stated several times herein that one is only a 

pinhead of physical matter and that the rest of the body is a 

complex organization of force fields which may be designated or 

denoted by various names such as nuclear energy flows, bionu-

~ 
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clear energy patterns, or the like. I especially tend to use the 

term bionuclear. The prefix, bio, means life and nuclear means 

center. So the term bionuclear indicates a life center. The life 

cente rs of a human being are widely diffused; there are probably 

trillions of life centers in one's body. The "simplest" life 

centers are in the individual cells. These are directed by a 

nmnbe r of control centers, and these in turn are under the di

rection of a subconscious super-control cente r which seems to be 

situated in the thai amus, a structure at the upper end of the 

spine , within the head. 

"Bionuclear energy flows" refers to the intercommunicating 

and interrelated super-high frequency energy flows moving into 

and through our life centers. 

This is with special reference to the fact that in a living 

person there is something about these flows that is much dif

ferent from the flows in inanimate stuff, such as iron, or 

granite, or the like. There are nuclear flows in iron and in 

granite, and there are nuclear flows in every living thing-- but 

the flows in living things are BOTH nuclear and bionuclear--more 

complex, more IMAGINATIVE, and therefore incomparably more sus

ceptible to modification by duplicated mental image patterns. 

In the past there have been millions of articles and books 

written about positive thinking, all calling for sustainment or 

dwelling upon positive thoughts of improvement and well-being

ness. But it is impossible for anyone to sustain, or to continue 

to hold, or to continue to duplicate, uninterruptedly, a series 

of duplicated identical mental images. In our work, this was the 

problem that we still had after developing the electropsychom

eter. 

Days, weeks, years of time, lost in futile attempts to find 
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out what past events were the main causes of present anxieties, 

fears, and illnesses, were eliminated through the application of 

electropsychometric instrumenta.tiona.l techniques. However, even 

with the correct data. at hand, the practitioner is still up • 
against an equally serious problem: What to do now? 

An account of the years of research into this problem, and 

the extraordinary experience resulting therefrom, is omitted 

here. Suffice it to state that the one s ,trange, powerful, per-

sisting thread of basic effectiveness running through EVERY 

CULT, EVERY RELIGION, EVERY POSITIVE- THINKING BOOK, THROUGH 

EVERY EXPENSIVE SYSTEM OF REVEALING "ANCIENT SECRETS," IS THE 

TRANSCENDENTAL IMAGINATIVE PHENOMENA OF THE LIVING MIND WHICH IS 

SO FEEBLY AND INACCURATELY DESIGNATED BY THE TERM "HYPNOSIS"--

AND BY THE TERM "SELF-HYPNOSIS." 

Self-hypnosis is an inept phrase that symbolizes the power 

to maintain the sustained, continuous duplicating of systems of 

mental image patterns relating to any goal, project, plan, any 

feared event, any desired achievement. 

Skillfully and intelligently directed, this phenomenon 

affords a. means of impinging corrective, modifying psychical 

waves or fields, by the power of one's will, upon the subatomic 

waves, fields, a. n d energies of which we are, in the main, 

composed. 

And so now we proceed to the specific technical organiza

tion of the personalized SELF-HYPNO TAPE which makes it possible 

to apply and to enjoy the powerful beneficial aspects of hyp

nosis without the presence or the expense of a. hypnotizing 

operator. 
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Chapter VI -- What Is on the Personalized SELF-HYPNO TAPE? 

THE THREE BASIC REQUIREMENTS 

In the light of the data presented in the preceding pages, 

it becomes obvious that the purposes of the personalized SELF

HYPNO TAPE must be these: 

# 

1 : To induce in the listener an effective degree of 
hypnosis. 

2: To present to the listener a series of expertly
formulated constructive affirmations, personalized 
to suit the individual case of the inductee. 

3: To include an efficient technique that enables the 
inductee to REACTIVATE THE EFFECTS OF THE CONSTRUC
TlVE AFFIRMATIONS THROUGHOUT THE DAY-LONG INTERVALS 
BETWEEN THE PERIODS OF ACTUALLY LISTENING TO THE 
SELF-HYPNO TAPE RECORDINGS. 

This third requirement is essential. The user must be 

afforded a means whereby he or she can reactivise the affirma-

tions of the SELF-HYPNO TAPE anywhere and at any time. The acti-

vising technique also must be one that can be used without other 

persons ~bout observing that the user is doing anything unusual. 

The need for such a reactivating procedure became apparent 

during the prior developmental period of these recordings under 

the name "Pre-Sleep Tapes." For the first time in the history of 

recorded hypnotic procedures, this is achieved in the SELF-HYPNO 

TAPE through tne employment of "cue-phrased" affirmations. These 

are fully explained and illustrated with numerous examples in 

the following pages. 

MECHANICAL AND OPERATING DATA 

The SELF-HYPNO TAPE is made on 1200-foot reels of tape that 

run one hour at 3i inches a second. Occasionally a tape is made 

on an 1800-foot "plus-play" reel that runs 1~ hours on each 

track. Most users retire a little early, going completely to 
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bed, and run the tape through to the end, then go to sleep. The 

following night, the tape reels are exchanged and the user runs 

the second return track back for another hour. There is a total 

of two hours of material on every SELF-HYPNO TAPE, and ordinar

ily the tape is not ever rewound. 

Tape should be of silicone treated tYPe, such as Scotch 

111-A which we use exclusively at the present time. This reduces 

head wear. Also, in our laboratories, all tape machines carry 

silicone feed devices to relubricate the master tapes. 

THE OPENING "INDOCTRINATION STATEMENT" 

At this writing, October, 1957, the SELF-HYPNO TAPE con-

tains the material that now follows: 

' 

First of all, at the start of track No. 1: 

"As you listen to this tape, you are not fallin~ 
into ordinary sleep. Instead,, you are mavin~ into a 
special state of deep relaxation and of subconscious 
acquiescense, wherein you are responding to and actin~ 
upon everythin~ that you hear in this recordin~." 

(~his is repeated once.) 

"Nuclear research discloses that the human body 
lS made up of very small amounts of actual physical 
matter. What little solid stuff there is in your body 
is powerfully controlled byvibratin~ subnuclear ener~y 
flows. In this recordin~. these are called bionuclear 
ener~y flows. Bio means life, and nuclear means cen
ter, therefore bionuclear ener~y flows are vibratln~ 
life-center flows. 

"Bionuclear ener~y flows are manifested in you 
throu~h a complex or~anization of millions of elec
trical systems. In the area of your brain, measurable 
electrical waves are constantly ~enerated. One of 
these waves is called the alpha wave. Your power to 
receive information by listenin~ is related to your 
alpha-wave intensities. The purpose, therefore, of the 
first part of this recordin~ is to cause you to des
cend into a special state of deep relaxation, wherein 
you continue to ~enerate stron~ alpha waves and there
by maintain a hi~h de~ree of subconscious responsive...J 
ness to the voice that you hear. 

"You do not need consciously to think about all 
this, at this time. Just as with every other part of 
your body, your subconscious mind has desi~ned, 
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evolved, and constructed your alpha-wave area, and 
your subconscious knows exactly how to use it. 

"So now you are descendingr into a state of deep 
and restful relaxation, wherein you are maintainingr a 
higrh degrree of acquiescence and responsiveness to the 
statements that you are about to hear in this record
i ngr. 

"If you have heard this recordingr before, you are 
now descendingr rapidly to the deepest level of relax
ation and responsiveness that you have previously 
r eached. Duringr the entire time that you listen to 
t his recordingr, you are wishingr to be less and less 
aware of anythingr except this voice, and you are 
achievingr more and more subconscious acquiescence and 
r esponsiveness to the affirmations that you hear. 

"As you listen, you may, at times, feel that you 
are asleep, but actually you are in a special state of 
deep and pleasant relaxation, and of higrh subconscious 
receptivity. At the end of this recordingr you may 
t hen, if you wish, move into restful and refreshingr 
s leep_." 
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The above statement is heard only once. It is not on the 

second track of the tape. Also, unless especially requested, it 

is omitted from all subsequent tapes made for any one user, 

after the first tape. 

CONCERNING INDUCTION TECHNIQUES 

The following inductive techniques are used in two differ-

ent ways. First, they are used, in a somewhat condensed form, by 

the practitioner who is conducting the assessment or examina-

tion, using the special assessment chart provided for that 

purpose. Secondly, they are on the track of the SELF-HYPNO TAPE. 

The comments in the following text deal with the conducting of 

an examination. During the use of the actual SELF-HYPNO T!PE, 

there is, of course, no operator present, and the comments in 

this text about how to ascertain depth of induction and the like 

do not apply. 

The user of the tape is provided with an effective means 

for deepening his own induction whenever necessary . This is 
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given belo.w under the subheading "THE PULL-BACK TECHNIQUE." 

In this work, it is essential that the practitioner · spe ak 

slowly, easily, restfully. Do not hurry. When the induct i on 

me rely precedes an e lectropsychometric examination, it may be 

condensed, and is usually limited strictl y to the frac~~onal 

body relaxation technique that immediately follows. On t he 

actual SELF-HYPNO TAPE, however, the induction should usually be 

compl ete, as given. Many inductees, after going to a second 

tape , however, report they do not any longer require such exten

sive inductions, and in this case the induction-area of the tape 

track is shortened. This is most often done by eliminating the 

escalator or couch descent technique. The body relaxat ion 

technique·, as given below, is usually retaine d on all tapes. 

FRACTIONAL RELAXATION TECHNIQUE 

This technique is for inducing a preliminary degree of 

hypnosis. It instructs in the relaxing of the body by areas. 

Whenever the assessment-chart data sent in by the examining 

electropsychometrist indicates that the examinee does not like 

or cannot apply t he word relax, this is replaced by the phrase 

at ease. When mentioning duplicate areas, such as right and left 

leg, right and left arm, use exactly the same wording and the 

same number of repeats of the word relax or at ease on each side. 

The recital below follows directly after the briefing 

statement given above: 

(2) "Be~in relax i n~. 
j 

Toes, left foot •• • relax • •• relax ••• relax. 

Ankle, left foot ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax. 

Lower left le~ ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax. 

Left knee ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax. 

upper left le~ ••• relax ••• relax •.• relax. 
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Rt eht foot , toes . • • relax • •• relax ••• relax . 

Rieht ankle ••• relax • • . relax ••• relax . 

Lower rieht lee ..• relax • • . relax ••• relax . 

Rieht knee ••• relax ••• r elax ••• relax . 

upper r ieh t l ee ••• relax •.• relax •.• relax . 

upper left lee .•• relax ... relax ••• relax . 

AT THIS POINT, SAY TO EXAMINEE: 
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"I am now eoine to mention oreans and internal areas of 
yo u r b o d y • You a r e n o t t o t 1-y t o s e e o r t o v i sua l i z e y o u r o rea n s 
on the conscious level , nor consciously attempt to relax them . 
Your s u bconscio us has desiened and const r ucted these oreans and 
associated areas , down to t he last ti n y detail , and your s u b
consci ous knows p r ecisel y how to operate them and how to relax 
them or t o set them at ease . Just relaxfully follow the tnstruc
tions . DO NOT EXPEND ANY EFFORT in doine this . 

I L ower spinal. area •.. at ease ••. relax .•. relax ... r e lax ... relax . 

Int es ttnal area ••• at eas e .•. relax ••. relax •.• rel ax ... relax . 

Gall bl adde ·r • .. at ease ... relax ..• relax •.• relax • •• relax . 

G e n i t a l a r e a • • • at e a s e . . . r e l ax • • • r e l ax . . • r e l ax • • . r e l ax . 

Left kidney . . • at ease •. • relax ••. relax ••• relax .•. relax . 

Rieht k i dney ••• at ease •• • relax .•. relax ••. relax ••. relax . 

Area of the liver and pancreas .•• at ease •.. re l ax •.• relax ••. re
l ax ••• relax . 

St omach area •.• at ease ••• relax ... relax .•• relax ... relax . 

Heart area •. • at ease .. • relax .•• relax .•• relax ••• r elax . 

Area of rieht lu ne ••. at ease ••• relax ••. re l ax .•• r elax ••• relax . 

Ar ea of left lune ..• at ease .•. re l ax ••. re l ax . • • relax ••. relax . 

upper spinal a r ea •.. at ease ••. relax ... r elax ••. r e lax •.. r elax . 

Left sh oulder •.• at ease ••• relax ••• relax ••. relax ... relax . 

Left arm, all the way down 
your fineers very limp . 
relax . 

t o the fineertips. You are makine 
At ease ••• relax ... relax ••• relax •.. 

Rieht shoulder .•. at ease ••• relax ..• re lax ..• re l ax .•• relax . 

Rieht arm , all the way down to the fi neertips . You are makine 
your fineers very limp . At ease ... re l ax ••• relax •. • relax •.• 
relax . 

I 
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Area of the face. All facial muscles. At ease ••• relax ••• relax ••• 
relax ••• relax. 

Area of the mouth, tonfue, throat, and all speech orfans. At 
ease ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax. 

Area of the rifht e ye ••• at ease ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax •.• relax. 

Area of the left eye ••• at ease ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax .•. relax. 

Area of both eyes and of the forehead deep within ••• at ease ..• 
relax •.• relax .•• relax ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax. 

Area of the scalp and the roots of the hair ••• at ease ••• relax .•• 
relax ••• relax .•• relax. 

You are now relaxinf your entire body, from y our scalp and the 
roots of your hair all the way down to the t i ps of y our 
toes ••• at ease ••• relax ••• relax ••. relax ••• r elax •.• relax. 

Afain, you are now relaxinf your entire body, from your scalp 
and the roots of your hair all the way down to the tips of 
your toes ••• at ease •.. relax ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax .•• relax. 

REINFORCING PROCEDURES (ESCALATOR DESCENT) 

For many inductees, the fractional relaxation technique 

above is all that is required to bring about an effective degree 

of subconscious responsiveness and acquiescence to the affirma-

tions that follow. As a matter of insurance, however, the relax-

ation procedure is usually followed by a reinforcing inductive 

technique. One of the most widely used reinforcing techniques is 

called the "escalator descent", which follows below. If the 

examinee is not familiar with escalators or is afraid of them, 

use instead the "couch descent" given later herein. 

The instructing of a person, even when well relaxed, to 

visualize descending or riding downward on an escalator is not 

apt to produce any immediate noticeable effect-- but the sooth-

ing, restful repetition or duplication of the instruction will 

soon become effective; the inductee will soon feel that he is 

actually descending physically and may lose cons~iousness 

entirely--although this is not necessary. 

Remember that, as has been emphasized in these pages, the 

j 
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most effective level of hypnosis--for any purpose other than the 

achievement of anaesthesia-- is NOT, in every case, one of deep 

trance. Also, that in the replayings of a SELF-HYPNO TAPE, 

deeper inductions are often achieved after a time. 

In my own work, I tend to favor the escalator descent. The 

inductive recital may be about as follows. It is used immedi

ately after the relaxation technique given above: 

(3) 11 Visual ize that you are tn a pleasant, roomy hall, and that 

you are facing an escalator which is running downward before 

you. This ts a big escalator that descends to a great depth. It 

ts very safe and entirely noiseless. 

"Step onto this escalator--and turn around--so that you are 

feeling yourself riding down, backward. Place your hands on the 

big black rubber side-rails of this escalator. You are feeling 

yourself riding downward ••• riding downward ••• riding downward. 

11 0n one side or the other you may see a series of big 

numerals, beginning at 10 and declining to 1 down at the bottom 

of the escalator, which is still far below you. 

"So now, on one side of you or the other, a big number 10 

appears and seems to move upward as you ride down bel ow it. You 

are riding down, backward ••• riding downward ••• riding downward ••• 

riding downward ••• riding downward ••• into deeper and deeper 

pleasant relaxation. 

"A big figure 9 now appears and seems to move upward, as 

you ride down below it. You are riding downward ••• riding down

ward ••• riding downward ••• riding downward into subconscious 

responsiveness. 

"As you look up toward the top of the escalator where you 

started from , you see up there a big sign irt glowing letters 

that reads DEEPER AND DEEPEN. As you ride downward from this 
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si~n, the letters on it are becomin~ smaller and smaller. Ridin~ 

d ownward ••• rid in~ d ownward ••• rid in~ downward ••• deeper and dee pe r. 

"The number 8 appears and seems to move upward as you r i de 

down below it. You are ridin~ downward ••• ri d in~ downward ••• r i d

in~ downward ••• ridin~ downward ••• into deeper and deeper relax a

tion. 

"The number 7 appears and seems to move upward as you r i de 

d own below it. You are ridin~ downward ••• ridin~ downward ••• r i d

in~ downward ••• ridin~ downward, into deeper and deeper . rel ax

ation. 

"The number 6 appears and: seems to move upward as you r i de 

down below it. You are ridin~ downward •.• ridin~ downward ••• r i d-

in~ downward ••• ridin~ downward into deeper and deeper relaxation. 

"The number 5 appears and seems to move upward as you ride 

down below it. You are ridin~ downward ••• ridin~ downward ••• rid

in~ downward ••• ridin~ downward into deeper and deeper relaxati on 

and toward more and more subconscious responstveness. 

"The number 4 appears and seems to move upward as you ride 

down below it. You are ridin~ downward ••• ridin~ downward ••• rid

in~ downward ••• ridin~ downward into deeper and deeper r.elaxation 

and toward more and more subconscious responsiveness. 

"The si~n DEEPER AND DEEPER, which is now far above you, 

ts becomin~ smaller and smaller and the letters are be~innin~ to 

run to~ether, as you continue ridin~ downward ••• ridin~ down

ward ••• ridin~ downward ••• ridin~ downward, into deeper and deeper 

relaxation. 

"The number 3 appears and seems to move upward as you ride 

down below it. You are ridin~ downward ••• ridin~ downward ••• rid

in~ downward ••• ridin~ downward, into deeper and deeper relaxa

tion and toward more and more subconscious responsiveness. 
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"The number 2 passes you and seems to move upward as you 

ride down below it. You are ridinf downward ••• ridinf downward ••• 

ridinf downward ••• ridinf downward, into deeper and deeper. relax

ation. Deeper ••• and deeper ••• and deeper ••• and toward more and 

more subconscious responsiveness, 

"The number 1 passes you and seems to move upward as you 

ride down below it. The sifn far above you has become a tiny 

point and now it suddenly disappears as you are ridinf downward 

••• ridinf downward ••• ridinf downward ••• ridinf downward into 

deeper and deeper relaxation. Deeper and deeper and deep e r. 

Deeper and deeper and deeper. 

"Now you are driftinf easily and lifhtly off the bottom 

of the 

deeply 

escalator and onto the couch on which you lie. rou are 

and pleasantly relaxed. Deeper and deeper and deeper. 

Deeper and deeper and deeper. You no lonfer wish to hear any

thinf, for the time beinf, but this votce, as you move into 

still deeper and deeper relaxation and toward more and more sub

conscious responsiveness. You are deeply and pleasantly relaxed, 

anq., for the time beinf, you are aware only of this voice. Re

lax ••• relax... relax ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax... relax ••• relax ••• 

relax • •• relax • •• relax • •• relax. " 

Modifications of the older, formal hypnotizing routes are 

to be noted. First, the inductee is not informed that he is in a 

trance, or that he is hypnotized, or that he is asleep. Second

ly, no tests are made of the type known professionally as "chal

lenges." That is, the inductee is NOT told that he cannot move 

his arm, or that he cannot open his eyes, or that he cannot feel 

a needle, if pr~cked with one, et cetera. Challenges needlessly 

awaken many inductees; they set up resistances and fears. 

The routine above terminates with the statement that the 
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inductee is deeply and pleasantly relaxed. The nearest thing to a 

challenge is the important statement, "You are now aware only of 

this voice," or the like. Since the induction is presumably 

occurring in a dimly-lighted and quiet room, the inductee will 

not try to contradict this statement. 

INDUCTION TEST 

The fact of an actual induction is fairly apparent by the 

inductee's eyelids quivering or by his remaininR motionless, 

without swallowing. If the inductee appears to be still alert, 

tense, unrelaxed, the routine at the bottom of the escalator 

descent, as given above, is modified to something like this: 

"Visualize that you are now movin~ off of the bottom of the 

escalator and that you are walkin~ toward the top of a second 

escalator, just like the first one. This escalator is also run

nin~ downward before you. Step on, and turn around ••. " From here 

onward, the identical routine given with reference to the first 

escalator is slowly rerun, so that the "inductee experiences a 

complete second descent, after which he is again informed that 

he is now deeply relaxed and no longer wishes to hear anything 

but the voice addressing him. 

THE COUCH DESCENT fECHNIQUE 

Some inductees state they fear or dislike riding down an 

escalator. In that case, the inductee is usu8lly tested with the 

"couch descent." In this procedure, he is instructed to visual

ize that the couch on which he lies is now descending downward 

with him. The inductee is informed, in this type of induction, 

that he is seeing large numbers passing him and appearing to 

move upward away from him, as he descends past them--just as in 

the escalator-descent procedure. The numbering, as in the esca

lator descent, may start at 10 and decline to 1 at the bottom. 
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At the termination of the descent routine, the inductee is in

formed that he is deeply and pleasantly relaxed and other state-

ments made as already given with refere nce to the escalator 

descent. The couch descent is almost always used with children. 

THE "PULL-BACK" TECHNIQUE 

The termination of the inductive procedures may leave the 

listener feeling that he or she is still taut and wide awake. In 

this case, simply PULL BACK the tape to the start of the frac-

tional relaxing procedure and re-run. In the earlier days of my 

own personal use of a SELF-HYPNO TAPE, I occasionally pulled 

back the tape and re-ran the inductive procedures as many as 

three times. This eventually always works. 

r

. METAPHYSICAL CASES ARE SOMETIMES DIFFICULT 

Occasionally a person who has studied metaphysics for many 

years is inclined to be unresponsive to either of the descent 

techniques given above. This type of inductee is already full of 

hypnosis of a special kind, induced by repeated imaging of 

ascents and of flights through space, rather than descents. 

My personal experience so far has been that one cannot 

successfully go along with ascent or flight-through-space tech-

niques. The subject simply goes off into the clouds, or some-

where else in the astral heavens and is unresponsive. 

But this type of inductee almost always responds readily to 

a simple personalized duplicated inductive affirmation, such as 

this one: 

"Joyce, you are moving by degrees into a state of 
deep and restful and pleasant relaxation, wherein you 
are aware only of the voice that you are now hearing. 
Relax ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax ••• relax 
•.• relax. " 

This is duplicated for fifteen minutes or so, or until the 

usual signs of trance are evident--quivering eyelids 0 R body 
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motionless, especially with no swallowing or other throat move-

ment. 

THE "NEGATIVE--POSITIVE" AFFIRMATION TECHNIQUE 

Immediately following the inductive procedures, the SELF

HYPNO TAPE carries personalized affirmations. In many cases, the 

first affirmation is of the negative-positive type. This type of 

affirmation is rather long, for it first concisely spotlights 

the CAUSES of the inductee's problems. (This is usually ascer

tained through an electropsychometric assessment.) 

One frequently-contacted cause of devastating feelings of 

inadequacy and inferior! ty relates to having been born of an 

unmarried mother. An actual example of an opening affirmation 

used in one of these cases follows: 

"Georfe, your havinf been conceived, born, and 
reared as an unwanted, unloved in f ant and child, has 
destructively distorted some of your bionuclear enerfy
flow patterns. These distorted patterns have been man
ifestinf themselves in you in intense feelinfs of 
inadequacy, inferiority, and fear. 

"Georfe, by defrees you are now eliminatinf, can
celinf, or reversinf these injuri ous bionuclear en
erfy-flow patterns, and thereby you are acquirinf 
self-confidence, serenity, and peace of mind." 

Many further affirmations of this type appear in the fol-

lowing pages. At this point, however, it seems necessary to 

pause to discuss the reference appearing in the above affirma

tion to the fact that a situation has "destructively distorted" 

some of the examinee's bionuclear energy-flow patterns. 

CONCERNING INJURIOUS BIONUCLEAR ENERGY FLOWS 

In the preceding chapter, "You Are More Than 99 Percent 

Music," it has been stated that one is composed not so much of 

physical matter as of waves, energies, and force-fields. 

In states of health, happiness, and well beingness, these 

bionuclear energy-flow patterns are of an optimum configuration. 
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In conditions of illness, injury, fear, or in any other situa

tion wherein one has been involuntarily hypnotized in a negative 

and 

terns 

damaging manner, some of one's bionuclear energy-flow pat

are distorted or reversed from their optimum normal pat-

terns. 

J 

The bionuclear patterns themselves are non-physical ; they 

are of the same ethereal stuff that one's conscious mental 

pictures are composed of. Harmful events, or especially a pro

longed series of harmful events, force some of one's bionuclear 

activities into patterns of severe and injurious distortions. 

These distortions manifest themselves in illnesses, stresses, 

fears, sleeplessness, and a host of other serious and often _ 

desperate problems. 

When a SELF-HYPNO TAPE achieves a release, what occurs is 

that the user's powerful subconscious processes have finally 

been induced, through the effects of the persistently-duplicated 

affirmations on the tape, to generate sustained subconscious 

mental images of a return to wellbeingness. 

The impingement of the beneficial and constructive sub

conscious images, created by the recorded instructions, upon the 

distorted subnormal bionuclear patterns of the inductee's cells 

and control centers, has gradually dissolved or reversed the 

erstwhile destructive energy-flow patterns. 

Therefore, at least one of the affirmations on every SELF

HYPNO TAPE focuses a psychical spotlight on the original major 

causes of the distorted bionuclear energy-flow patterns, and 

instructs the subconscious processes to eliminate, cancel, or 

reverse these injurious patterns, thereby achieving the benefi

cent, healing, or the vitalizing and dynamic consequences that 

the inductee seeks. 
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Every affirmation is usually duplicated--that is, repeated 

--from six to as long sometimes as twenty minutes. Since the 

recording is to be played once a day, the user eventually 

achieves an impressive number of impinging duplications of the 

affirmation-- all reinstalled again and again during a period 

wherein the listener has been induced into an efficient degree 

of hypnosis. 

And this is achieved without the expensive presence of a. 

hypnotizing operator. 

THE STREAMLINED SELF-HYPNOTIC "CUE PHRASE" 

Before proceeding with further examples of SELF-HYPNO TAPE 

examinations, it is necessary here to mention the final, deci-

sive factor that gives these tapes their effective power. This 

is the posthypnotic cue phrase. 

For unla10wn years, perhaps for centuries, people have 

wished they could utilize the power signified by the term hyp-

nosis in the daily conduct of their lives, without any other 

persons about being aware that anything unusual was occurring. 

Our own earlier pre-sleep tapes helped many in this direc

tion. But a flaw remained. It was observed that during the 

period of actually listening to the tape, the user was relaxed, 

at ease, and self-confident, and was responsive to the affirma-

tions in the recording. BUT, during the day-long intervals 

between the times of listening to the recordings, while the user 

is at work, eating, driving, or otherwise occupied, the benefi

cial after-effects of the tape tended to diminish until the next 

listening period arrived at bedtime. 

Therefore, the problem that still remained was to develop 

a technique whereby the user could reactivate some of the affir

mations in the recording in a fast, workable manner, during the 
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day. Obviously it would not be feasible, while one is at work, 

or otherwise occupied, to sit down or lie down in a state of 

self-hypnosis and attempt to recall all the material in the 

several affirmations of the recording. 

I stated this problem in my own personal tape, and re

quested a solution. The resolution that finally flashed into 

consciousness is this: 

WHEN FEASIBLE, TERMINATE EACH AFFIRMATION IN A "CUE WORD" 

OR "CUE PHRASE". TIE THIS TO A STATEMENT THAT THE USER, BY 

RECALLING THE CUE WORD OR CUE PHRASE, WILL SUBCONSCIOUSLY 

REACTIVATE AND RESPOND TO THE ENTIRE AFFIRMATION. 

This streamlined and powerful technique is best presented 

through examples of cue-phrased affirmations that have actually 

been used in these tapes. At the same time, the affirmations 

selected further illustrate the negative-positive principle 

mentioned above, together with the instruction to the inductee 

to reverse injurious bionuclear energy-flow patterns. 

Each affirmation below is an abstract from a tape, and is 

NOT the complete recording. The first one is for a case of feel

ings of extreme, crippling inferiority and self-disparagement. 

"June, the many painful events of your infancy 
and childhood disclosed tn your electropsychometric 
examination, combined with your terror of your father, 
have severely dama~ed some of your bionuclear ener~y
flow patterns. These distorted bionuclear patterns 
have been manifestin~ themselves in you in feelin~s of 
fear, inferiority, and self-de~radation. June, by 
de~rees you are eliminatin~, cancelin~, or reversin~ 
these injurious ener~y-flow patterns, and thereby you 
are becomin~ relaxed, serene, self-reliant, and in
creasin~ly able to apply your own dynamic potential
ities. June, you are subconsciously reactivatin~ and 
respondin~ to this entire affirmation by recallin~ the 
cue phrase, I AN REVERSING THIS." 

June, a prim-looking "old maid," stand- offish, and drably 

attired, frantically also wished to achieve marriage. 
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Her second affirmation: 

"June, your having to wear odd-lo oking clothing 
when you were .a child has further intensified your 
feelings of inadequacy and inferiority, and has caused 
you to present yourself before others in prim and 
irreproachable dress and manner. June, by degrees you 
are coming to know that the painful events of .your 
childhood are all of the vanished past, they are NOT 
occurring now. As you come to realize this, both con
sciously and subconsciously, you are bec oming relaxed, 
self-confident and serene, and you are drastically 
modifying your apparel and make-up in ways that will 
i ncreasingly attract the attention of the men you 
meet. June, you are subconsciously reactivating this 
entire affirmation every day by recalling and repeat
i ng this cue phrase, I RELEASE THE PAST." 
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"I release the past" is by far the most significant con

densed affirmation that can be put into any tape recording. We 

use it somewhere in every tape. 

Another example: 

"LucilLe, your being castigated and upbraided 
about your learning patterns in school when you were a 
child has further injuriously distorted some of your 
bionuclear energy patterns. These dist ortions have 
been manifesting themselves tn you tn compulsions to 
continue schools and buying courses of instructions. 
Lucille, as you cancel, eliminate, or reverse these 
injurious patterns you are becoming free of feelings 
of inferiority about schooling and learnedness, and 
you are becoming increasingly able to appreciate your 
own positive qualities and abilities. Luc i lle, you are 
subconsciously reactivating and responding to this 
entire affirmation by recalling and repeating every 
day, I AN CAPABLE." 

The preceding affirmations are all of the negative-positive 

type; the CAUSES of the examinee's problems are sharply stated, 

followed by the concluding corrective part of the affirmation. 

It is important to note that all of the examples given are 

abstracted from cases that are complex, cases that have various 

sexual factors which are not dealt with in these particular 

examples, cases involving acute marital situations, and the 

like. 
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Another example, from a complex tape: 

"J.B., by degrees you are becoming more and more 
able, without conscious effort, to speak easily, 
clearly, and pleasantly to any person of either sex 
anywhere and at any time. J.B., your cue Phrase for 
subconsciously reactivating this entire affirmation is 
SPEAKING HAPPILY." 
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And for a girl who urgently sought to terminate her prom

iscuity: 

(10) "Irene, by degrees you are developing the cer-
tainty that you have adequate qualities for becoming 
the competent, worthwhile, and loving wife of a desir
able man. Irene, you are retaining your physical 
attractiveness, and with this you are by degrees 
developing increasing poise, self-confidence, and a 
certainty of achieving your emotional security. Irene, 
your cue word for subconsciously reactivating this 
entire affirmation is POISE. 

"Irene, by degrees, you are developing the power 
accurately to select constructive and beneficial goals 
and to carry them through to a completely successful 
realization. Irene, your cue phrase for subconsciously 
reactivating this affirmation is I AN PERSISTING." 

Chapter VII -- Further Ex amp 1 es of SELF-HYPHO TAPE Aff j rmat ions 

ABUSE AND LACK OF LOVE DURING INFANCY AND 

CHILDHOOD CAUSE SEVERE PSYCHICAL DAMAGE 

The processing of hundreds of examination tapes made by 

practitioners throughout the country convincingly discloses that 

the major, single basic source of mental or psychical or emo-

tional problems is the receiving of insufficient love as an 

infant and as a child. Sometimes, too, even when a lot of love 

seems to have been bestowed, it may, in some cases, be a guilt-

reaction on the part of the mother because of previously having 

not wanted the child, or perhaps of having attempted during the 

prenatal period to abort it. 

When the inadequate love situation is aggravated by out-
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right abuse, favoritism toward other children in the family, or 

other cruelties, the inferiority, inadequacy, anxiety, and fear 

patterns in the child are very deep. These may often remain dor-

mant for many years, then suddenly are reactivated by some 

situations or complications in later life. The reactivation may 

occur at almost any age, al t,hough more commonly somewhere above 

thirty. Of course, in very severe cases, the reactivation is 

continuous right from childhood and on up through every year. 

The strongest single affirmation that has been formulated, 

so far, in dealing with the damaging effects of such damaging 

environment during infancy and childhood, and during all later 

years as well, is shown by this example: 

(11) · "Marjorie, you are subconsciously releasing all 
tensions, allergies, pains, hates, and distresses act
ing within you as a consequence of the many painful 
past events you have suffered. These painful events 
are symbolized herein by a series of numbers which 
indicate the corresponding years of your life. The 
number •.• ONE ••• symbolizes the subconscious recalling 
and erasing of all Painful events that you have suf
fered from birth to one year old. The number ... TWO ... 
symbolizes the erasure of all painful events suffered 
from one to two years old, and thence onward: THREE ••• 
FOUR ••• (2-second spacings) ••. SIX .•• SEVEN ••. EIGHT ••• 
NINE ••• TEN ••. and now erasing by jour-year stag es sym
bolized by the numbers ••• FOURTEEN .•• EIGHTEEN .•• TWENTY
TWO ••• TWENTY-SIX ••• (and on upward, cone luding with the 
last numeral before the Processee 1 s Present age. For 
examPle, the recitation of a 51-year-old processee 
terminates as follows) ••• FORTY-EIGHT ••• and from forty
eight to this present moment. 

"Jtlarjorie, your cue phrase for canceling, dis
charging, and releasing yourself from the tnjunous 
effects of these painful events is, 1 I AN RELEASING 
THE PAST (or J I AM CANCELING THE PAST. 1 (Cue Phrases 
are usually repeated at least once in the recording.) 

The attack upon destructive events of the past may be 

reinforced with another technique based on one of the principal 

themes of Alfred Korzybski in Science and Sanity. This is, in 

short, that most of our troubles are in large part a result of 

our inability to realize on the subconscious level that injur-
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ious or damaging events of the past are NOT occurring at the 

present moment. The subconscious processes tend to become 

arrested or fixed in some injurious situation, and to remain in 

it, although in some way concealing it, so as to achieve a total 

loss of recall of it on the conscious level. 

This situation may be compared to an infection in a physi

cal wound. Despite the presence of an infected area, as in a cut 

or gash, the skin and tissue cells busily set about sealing over 

the infected site, thereby enclosing the infection with a bad 

consequence. Something in the subconscious mind operates in an 

analogous manner, except that the process operates in periods of 

years, not days. There is a sealing over, in conscious memory, 

of injurious events, leaving something psychologically patho

log ical buried below. These sealed-over events must be psychi-

cally lanced , as it were. The best "lance" is an electropsycho

me t ric examination. Thereafter the psychical powers of the exam

inee are mobilized to achieve subatomic or bionuclear cancella-

tions, eliminations, or reversals of the injurious constellated 

patte rns deep in the subconscious. 

Herewith another actual example: Dorothy, a woman who at 

the age of 35 was still living on a liouid baby diet. She had 

never eaten a meal of solid food in her life. She was from a 

well-to-do frunily that could afford unlimited medical investi

gation, including a trip to the frunous Mayo Clinic. The con

sensus of all of the diagnosticians who looked into her case was 

that the situation was wholly "psychological." 

Psychiatry was extensively tried, without any beneficial 

re s ults. 

During her electropsychometric examination she was asked 

the usual concluding question: "What do you wish to achieve 
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through the use of a SELF-HYPNO TAPE?" She replied that she 

wished to break an incorrigible habit of continually lying and 

exaggerating; that she desired to get over hating and fearing 

men; that she wished to release herself from her strange diet 

problem. 

These stated goals all dealt with a desire to cancel or 

eliminate effects--not CAUSES. Merely to hypnotize this girl and 

to give her a series of vapid "positive" suggestions, such as: 

"You will no longer lie or exaggerate. You will like men. You 

will become able to eat solid food," et cetera, would simply 

have caused her subconscious processes to react in accordance 

with the suggestions perhaps for a few hours or for a few days. 

Then she would have returned to her _former condition, feeling 

worse than before; because on top of all her problems would be 

the realization that she had again failed in an effort to 

release herself from her situation. The use of affirmations 

that merely coli ide head-on with the inductee's manifested 

effects of deep problems are one of the major reasons why open 

formal hypnosis has not long ago become recognized as the 

world's most po~erful psychical modality for facilitating 

health, happiness, and well-beingness. In short, the effects of 

such blundering affirmations are usually transient. 

Our examination of Dorothy disclosed extreme tension on her 

father. Not as of now, but as of when she was a child. We 

brought to view by rapid stages that this man had acted in a 

persistently cruel and abusive manner toward Dorothy's mother. 

The mother, in turn, reacted by directing a tremendous, exagger

ated, sheltering love toward her little daughter, doing every

thing for her and encouraging her to remain on liquid baby food. 

The electropsychometric examination disclosed deeper and 
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deeper shocks at her father's conduct. 

Fina11y, she revealed that while still hardly more than 

four years old, one afternoon while her mother was away, she had 

surreptitiously witnessed the violent raping by her father of 

her mother's screaming, 19-year-old sister. 

Now, apparently, the duplicated patterns of conduct in this 

household had convinced Dorothy in her subconscious processes 

that it was fearfully dangerous ever to grow up, since grown-up 

girls had to contend with men-- and all men, of course, were 

viewed, subconsciously, as being identical with father. 

It is fortunate that the growth patterns and plans of the 

individual cell colonies of a human being are the hardest to 

control by unnatural attitudes of the mind; othe rwise Dorothy 

might have remained physically a little child. She did grow up, 

though incredibly thin. In some safe areas wherein the existence 

of men posed no threat, she also grew up mentally. Also, she was 

under severe pressure by her father, with reference to success-

ful schooling and educational activities, whereas her dietary 

habits were entirely under the control of her semipsychotic 

mother. There are added complex factors involved in this case, 

but the ma jor, basic causes are disclosed in the father-mother-

daughter relationships. 

Dorothy reported she was unable to achieve any reality on 

our usual body-relaxing and descent-through-space techniques. 

She feared sleep--because her young aunt had been asleep when 

sexually attacked by her father. She informed us that she felt 

most at ease when asked to visualize being gently rocked, as in 

a cradle. I did not consider it advisable to develop any indue-

tion around this infantilism. Therefore, the preliminary 

inductive section of her SELF-HYPNO TAPE simply recited: 

. ·- ..•. 
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(12) "Dorothy, by de~rees you are becomin~ more and 
more restfully at ease • • • at ease ... at ease ... at ease 
••• at ease ••• at ease." 

Ia -~ 
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This was duplicated for eight minutes. Then, for nine 

minutes, this: 

(13) "Dorothy, you are now becomin~ less and less 
consciously aware of anythin~ but the votce to which 
you are listenin~. Dorothy, you are now becomin~ more 
and more responsive to all of the affirmations that 
you are hearin~ in this recordin~. If you have heard 
this recordin~ before, you are returnin~ at once to 
the deepest level of trance and to the hi~hest de~ree 
of responsiveness that you have previously achieved. 
At ease ... at ease ... at ease .. . at ease. Dorothy, you 
are now aware only of this voice •• • at ease ••• at ease 
... at ease ... at ease ... at ease." 

Then the following affirmations: 

(14) "Dorothy, your father's sava~e· cruelty and your 
mother's shelterin~ you from his abusiveness durin~ 
your infancy and childhood has severely distorted some 
of your bionuclear ener~y-flow patterns. These dis
tortions have been manifestin~ themselves in you i n 
your delayed psychical maturin~, in the baby-like 
over-sensitivity of your stomach, and tn your child
like exa~~erations and misrepresentations whereby you 
seek attention. 

( 15) 

(16) 

"Dorothy , by de~rees you are eliminatin~, cancel
in~, or reversin~ these injurious bionuclear patterns, 
and thereby you ar.e becomin~ increasin~ly matured, 
relaxed , self-reliant , and serene. 

"Dorothy, you are subconsciously reactivatin~ 
this entire affirmation by recallin~ and repeatin~ 
every day this cue phrase, I AN GROWING UP." 

Her additional affirmations: 

"Dorothy, you are developin~ the certainty that 
you can evolve and that you are evolvin~ from the area 
of babyhood wherein you have been arrested , and thereby 
you are eatin~ more and more adult types of foods, and 
perceivin~ that these are delicious and 1-!aluable to 
you. Dorothy, your cue word for reactivatin~ this 
entire affirmation is, DELICIOUS." 

"Dorothy , the violent rape of your aunt is not an 
ordinary sex act . Host sexual relationships are pleas
urable and of beneficial effect . Dorothy, you are by 
de~rees eliminatin~, cancelin~, or dissolvin~ all 
terror and fear of sex , and especially includin~ the 
sex act you have seen as a child . Dorothy, you are by 
de~rees dissolvin~ all of the tensions that you have 
been feelin~ when in the presence of men. Your cue 
phrase for this affirmation is , FREEDON FRON FEAR OF 
HEN. II 
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(17) "Dorothy, the cruel and abusi11e actions of your 
father toward your mother and toward you are events of 
the vanished past. These painful events are NOT occur
rin~ now. Dorothy, as you come to know this, both 
consciously and subconsciously, you are by rapid 
de~rees ~rowin~ out of your arrested babyhood and 
becomin~ an affectionate, lovin~, happy woman. Dor
othy, your cue phrase for subconsciously reactivatin~ 
this entire aff i rmation is, I AN CANCELING THE PAST." 

(18) "Dorothy, r epeatedly you are vividly visualizin~ 
yourself as being the active, healthy, ener~etic, and 
attractive pers on you can be, ~ivin~ love, stren~th, 
and encoura~ement to others from the boundless supply 
that flows th rou~h and outwardly from you to all 
others around you. Dorothy, your cue Phrase for sub
consciously reactivatin~ this affirmation is, SEEING 
VIVIDLY, DOING EASILY." 

(19) "Dorothy, by rapid de~rees you are developin~ the 
certainty that you can achieve and that you are 
achievin~ all of the affirmations in this recordin~. 
Dorothy, your reactivatin~ cue phrase is, ACHIEVING 
SURELY. II 
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Note that an electropsychometrically-directed spotlight is 

focused briefly but sharply on the basic causes of this girl's 

problems: Her enormous fear of her father, and the subconscious 

falsity that all men are identical to her father in ti1eir 

desires and potential patterns. 

Then she is instructed to achieve posthypnotically the 

certaint y that she is by degrees growing up and becoming a 

mature woman. Affirmation No. 17 emphasizes that she is becoming 

subconsciously aware that the events she witnessed as an infan t 

and as a child are not occurring now. The concluding affirma-

tions tend to develop strong image patterns of achievement. 

The re is nothing in the tape to assert or imply that the 

specified goals are to be immediately realized. Each affirmation 

includes the phrase by degrees, or some equivalent, so that a 

time dimension is introduced. This essential time-dimension 

factor is discussed quite extensively in the book Pre-Sleep 

Tapes, and even further in Creative Image Therapy; therefore it 

.P/le -0", 
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will not be elaborated upon here. Suffice it to state here that 

the including of the simple phrase by degrees forestalls dangers 

of feelings of defeat, discouragement, and invalidation when 

beneficial effects seem slow to manifest themselves. 

A PSEUDO "SEX-PROBLEM" CASE 

Herewi t h follows a condensed account of a case that might 

be erroneously regarded as based on sexual factors. Laura, the 

examinee, is the wife of a chiropractic doctor. She was psychot-

ically suspicious of her husband's female patients. She was 

constantly in an agony of uncontrollable fea.r that she was going 

to lose her husband to one of these women, that her pleasant 

home and everything around her was going to blow up. 

Laura repeatedly registered a major meter surge on the 

phrase "blow up." 

"¥that image do you get when you use the words blow up?" I 

queried. "Does this bring into your mind a picture of something 

swelling up--like a balloon--or does it mean to blow to pieces--

to explode?" 

"I mean to blow to pieces, like with dynamite." (Another 

major meter surge.) 

"What about dynamite?" I queried. 

A prolonged silence. 

"What was your father's occupation?" 

"He was a miner--a prospector." 

"Where was this?" 

"In Idaho." 

"Did he ever have an accident with dynamite in a mine?" 

"No." 

"Was he killed by a dynamite blast?" 

"Yes." 
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"Where?" 

"In our house in Salt Lake." 

"How did this accident happen?" 

"It wasn't an accident." 

~ 
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"Was your father a successful miner or prospector?" 

"No--unsuccessful. A big company turne d down a buy on his 

claim. We were all starving. He couldn't take it any more." 

"So he blew himself up?" 

"Yes. With 80 sticks of dynamite." 

"When did this happen?" 

"In the middle of the afternoon." 

"The house must have been blown to piece s." 

"It was. I was just coming home from school when it hap

pened." 

"How far away were you?" 

"Not very far. Pieces of bricks and wood fell all around 

me. Some of it looked like it had blood spattered on it. My 

father, my mother, and my two little brothers were all killed." 

This was followed by a recital of the wretched life this 

sudde nly-orphaned little girl consequently experienced. She was 

taken in by grudging, unwilling relatives who did not want her, 

underfed her, sent her to school in shabby, almost ragged 

clothes. She stuttered, had blurry eyesight, was utterly miser

able. 

Yet she grew up to be a fairly attrac tive and appealing 

girl, and she married a definitely desirable man. But, without 

1 knowing why she was doing it, she soon began making life miser

able both for her husband and for herself by registering an 

increasingly intense feeling that disaster was impending. She 

was obsessed by the fear that at any moment she would lose her 
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husband; that, as already stated, everything would blow up. She 

had made things so intolerable for her husband that he was 

actually ready to cause her fears to come true by departing with 

another woman. (This he informed me of when he arranged for his 

wife's electropsychometric examination.) 

Laura's SELF-HYPNO TAPE had the usual fractional relaxation 

procedure, and the visualizing of descending on the couch into a 

state of deep relaxation. Then: 

(al) "Laura, your sudden loss of your parents throueh 
suicide and murder with dynamite when you were a child 
has severely distorted some of your bionuclear enerey
flow patterns. These distortions have been manifestine 
themselves in you in aeonizine fear of beine alone, of 
beine deserted, or of beine cast aside. Laura, you are 
eliminatine, canceline, or reversine these destructive 
bionuclear patterns and thereby you are becomine re
laxed, self-confident, happy, and serene, and havine 
increasi·ne certainty that your husband loves you and 
will never desert you. Laura, your cue phrase for sub
consciously reactivatine this affirmation is, I AN 
LOVED NOW. II 

(21) "Laura, the sudden death of your father and your 

(22) 

havine to live as a rejected orphan with other people 
are events of the vanished past; these painful events 
are NOT occurrine now. Laura, as you come to realize 
this, both consciously and subconsciously, you are 
becomine increasinely free of tendencies to cline too 
tiehtly to your husband or to fear rejection or de
sertion by him. Laura, you are subconsciously reacti
vatine this entire affirmation by recalline and 
repeatine this cue phrase, I RELEASE THE PAST. 11 

Laura also suffered from chronic constipation, and from 

severe pains in her spine and back. Her affirmation in this 

area: 

"Laura, as you 
destructive effects 
childhood, you are 
constipation and of 
throuehout your body, 
your spine and back. 11 

eliminate, cancel, or reverse the 
of the painful events of your 
becomine increasinely free of 
tension and subnormal stresses 
and especially tn the areas of 

Laura was further distressed by her poor abilities to learn 

any educational subject or to remember what she had learned. Her 

affirmation on this: 
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(23) "Laura, your traeic Loss of your parents, your 
existine thereafter as an unloved and unwanted orphan, 
and your attendine school in raeeed, shabby clothes 
and be ine thereby an object of painful attention, has 
also damaeed your mental powers of learnine and of 
rememberine. Laura, by deerees you are canceline or 
dissolvine the damaeine effects of these past events 
and you are becomine able, without conscious effort, 
and with increasine ease and certainty, to learn and 
to remember all data, lessons, conversations, and 
situations of every kind. Laura, your cue phrase for 
reactivatine this affirmation is REJ.!EJ.!BERING EASILY." 

(24) "Laura, you are flowine love and admiration to-
ward all other persons. Laura, as you increasinely 
achieve the power to do this, you are becomine more 
and more aware that others are flowine love and admir
ation to you. Laura, your cue phrase for reactivatine 
this affirmation is FLOWING LOVE." 
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Laura's concluding affirmations are rephrasings of affir-

mations Nos. 18 and 19, as previously recited. 

SEX-PROBLEM AFFIRMATIONS 

Since at this writing I have many hundreds of affirmations 

of all types in my files, only a limited number of any partie-

ular kind can be recited here. It may be that a book should be 

produced containing most of the affirmations that have been 

written at this laboratory. Readers are invited to write in an 

opinion on this question. 

It can be categorically stated that virtually every sex 

problem case we have encountered has been the obvious expression 

of an incredible variety of atrocious defamations of sex, 

inflicted upon the receptive minds of the processees during 

childhood. The consequences are every sort of sex abnormality or 

subnormality under the sun, and uncountable variations of phys-

ical deteriorations in sex-structure areas--with the major mani-

festations being tumors and cancer. 

For example, here is the file of Marjorie. She suffered 

from fiery pains in her sexual areas after every sex contact 

with her husband. Also, she stuttered severely. It developed 
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quickly in her electropsychometric examination that on top of 

hearing religio-psychotic defamations of sex every day, and 

triple doses on Sunday, that she experienced a raping at about 

15 years of age and was compelled to stand up in church before 

an entire congregation of rabidly anti-sex churchgoers, and 

"confess" in detail the entire experience. 

Further, Marjorie's father, a drunken brute of a Pennsyl -

vania Dutchman, repeatedly beat her mother and howled at her to 

shut up, both before and after the girl's birth. Also, when the 

girl began attending school she could speak only Dutch, and she 

was continually abused and ridiculed about her halting English. 

Then, at 15, the raping "confession" already mentioned. No 

wonder this girl stuttered, with nearly complete unintelligi-

bility! 

Her affirmations: 

"Marjorie, the beating of your mother by your 
father in drunken rages, and his yelling at her to 
shut up, both before and after your birth, has severe
ly distorted some of your bionuclear energy-flow pat
terns. These distortions have been manifesting them
selves in you in a psychical blockage of your power of 
speech. Marjorie, by degrees you are eliminating, 
canceling, or reversing these injurious bionuclear 
patterns and thereby you are becoming increasingly 
able, without conscious effort, to speak clearly, 
effectively, and with perfect enunciation before any 
group of persons of etther sex anywhere and at any 
time. Marjorie, your cue phrase for reactivating this 
affirmation is I CAN SPEAK CLEARLY." 

"Marjorie, your being abused by your teachers and 
r i diculed by other children about your mixed Dutch and 
English speech when you were six, seven, and eight 
years old, has activated the previously dormant dis
tortions in your bionuclear patterns originally tn
stalled in you before you were born, thereby causing a 
chronic- acute speech blockage. Marjorie, you are 
d i ssolving or canceling this speech blockage pattern 
and thereby you are speaking with increasing ease and 
effectiveness anywhere and at any time. Marjorie, your 
cue phrase for this affirmation is SPEAKING EASILY." 

"Marjorie, your being raped as a young girl, and 
your public confession thereof in church has further 
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distorted your bionuclear enerey-flow patterns, 
causine you to suffer extreme burnine pains in your 
vaeinal areas, symbolizine relieious fantasies of 
burnine in hellfire for your sins, et cetera. Marjorie, 
these painful events are also of the vanished past, 
they are NOT occurrine now. As you come to realize 
this both consciously and subconsciously, you are by 
deerees becomine free from distresses and burnine 
pains in your vaeinal areas and you are increasinely 
able to enjoy sexual contacts with your husband." 
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(28) "Marjorie, you are now by deerees dissolvine the 

(29) 

effects of the major destructive events of your life 
by recontactine these events in speeded-up time where
in each of the followine phrases symbolizes the recall 
of the complete situations: Mother being beaten and 
told to shut up both before and after your birth. 
Dutch-English speech torment in school. Rape. Public 
confession in church hysterectomy. Marjorie, these 
situations are of the past. Marjorie, by deerees, you 
are dischareine all stresses, tensions, fears, and 
pains restine on these past events. Marjorie, you are 
developine the certainty that you can and that you are 
speakine easily, clearly, and perfectly, and that your 
sexual-area pains are rapidly vanishine." 

Another sex-problem case: Carl had been yelled and screamed 

at by his neurotic mother throughout his infancy and childhood. 

She had persistently commanded him to engage in religious stud-

ies. She never ceased her defamations of sex and the "carnal 

physical body." She forced Carl, as an adolescent, into a relig

ious seminary, where he studied four years. But finally he re-

belled, pecked up, left to become a city bus driver, and got 

married. His wife is a lusciously desirable, highly-sexed girl, 

but Carl found himself utterly incapable of performing. At every 

attempt he either suffered an immediate ejaculation or, more 

often, a disastrous wilting. The marriage was certainly close to 

the rocks when he came in. 

TAPE: 

Herewith are just two of the affirmations on his SELF-HYPNO 

"Carl, you have experienced both direct and in
direct defamations of sex, first by your mother and 
later durine your relieious studies. Carl, these defa
mations of sex have distorted your bionuclear enerey
flow patterns, resultine in premature ejaculations or 
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in failures and losses of erections. Carl, by rapid 
de~rees, you are eliminatin~, cancelin~, or reversin~ 
these injurious bionuclear patterns, and thereby you 
are becomin~ able completely and fully to achieve and 
to enjoy sexual action, with prolon~ed erections. 
Carl, your cue phrase for reactivatin~ this affirma
tion is PROLONGED ERECTIONS. 

(30) "Carl, sexual activity ts one of the hi~hest 
manifestations of creative superconscious power. Carl, 
as you come to know this, both consciously and sub
consciously, you are by rapid de~rees becomin~ able to 
en~a~e in sexual action with •••••••• in an entirely 
competent, satisfyin~, and pleasurable relationship. 
Your cue phrase, I ENJOY SEX, NOW." 

Yes. Carl is now OK! 
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Another case is that of Carmen, who at six was terribly 

beaten by her mother because the child spied and eavesdropped 

on her pa.rents' bedroom activities. Carmen's case included a 

situation of "percussion hypnosis" for, as her mother beat her, 

the woman-- herself extremely frigid and unwilling--had screamed 

at the child all sorts of defamations of sex, and of sex curios-

ity. Now grown and married, Carmen had a nearly complete psych-

ical hypnoidal anaesthesia throughout her sexual areas and in 

her breasts. One could stick a pin in one of her breasts without 

her sensing any pain. 

One of her affirmations: 

(31) "Carmen, your havin~ heard defamations of sex and 
of sex interest as you were bein~ beaten by your 
mother because of your havin~ seen her and your father 
in coitus has severely distorted some of your bio
nuclear ener~y flows. These distortions have been 
manifestin~ themselves in you in hypnosis-like anaes
thesia in your sexual areas. Carmen, by de~rees you 
are eliminatin~, cancelin~, or reversin~ these injur
ious patterns and thereby you are developin~ durin~ 
intercourse a hi~h level of responsiveness, sensitiv
ity, and of pleasure in your va~inal walls and lips, 
in your clitoris, in your breasts, and in all of your 
other sexual areas. Carmen, your cue phrase is, I FEEL 
AND ENJOY SEX. II 

Successful affirmations are specific. There is no squeamish 

evading. Everything must be to the point. 
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Many examination tapes that come in carry expressions of 

guilt and shame over sexual self-excitation--masturbation. Today 

it is well known among psychiatrists that masturbation is rather 

trivial, but is an extremely inferior makeshift and should be 

terminated as soon as something better is available. If overdone 

at ages above 20, it both exhibits and intensifies feelings of 

inferiority, inadequacy, and on the physical level, there are 

sometimes indications of damage to the prostate gland. 

Here are two tYPical affirmations dealing with this prob-

lem: 

(32) "Harry, durine your childhood and adolescence, 
you suffered reprimands and castieation about mastur
bation. Harry, human beines have temporarily eneaeed 
in such sexual self-excitations for thousands of years 
without any seriously injurious effects. Harry, as you 
come to know this, both consciously and subconsciously, 
you are dissolvine, canceline, or eliminatine all 
tensions and feelines of shame, euilt, or deeradation 
relatine to masturbation. Harry, your cue phrase is, I 
NUST FIND SOMETHING BETTER THAN THIS. " 

(33) "Harry, sexual activity between man and woman is 
the hiehest development of subconscious power. Harry, 
as you come to realize this, you are brineine into 
consctous awareness a positive proeram of action 
whereby you are achievine a happy marriaee with a 
lovine and desirable woman. Harry, your cue word is 
NARRIAGE. " 
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Chapter VI II --Hypnosis versus Psychoanalysis 

ON THE BAD ASPECTS OF FREUDIAN PSYCHOANALYSIS 
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In a valuable book, "Hypnotism and the Power Within," Dr. 

S. J. van Pelt, president during 1950 of the British Society of 

Medical Hypnotists, delivers an extensive series of extremely 

savage attacks upon Dr. Sigmund Freud, the founder of modern 

psychoanalysis • . 

Freud, being an inferior hypnotist himself, announced that 

hypnosis was unnecessary in psychoanalysis-- though he did later 

reverse himself on this. 

Dr. Van Pelt presents many quotations from the New Testa

ment to show that hypno-healing is a Christian procedure that 

was practise d most successfully by Jesus Christ. This, I am 

convinced, is true. Dr. Van Pelt also indicates that Freudian 

psychoanalysis is anti-Christian, which seems to be far from 

true. 

nut Dr. Van Pelt does emphasize the three major objection

able features of psychoanalysis. First, Freud deals with the 

human mind as if it comprised three conflicting entities: the 

id, the ego, and the superego. The Freudian texts are such that 

although Freud means that these three areas are all aspects of 

one and the same mind, the student loses sight of this and comes 

to imagine that every human being is occupied by these three 

often violently conflicting entities. 

The second bad aspect of Freudian psychoanalysis is that it 

has caused some over-sex-conscious writers to so self-hypnotize 

themselves with sex interest that they work out fantastic meth

ods of "interpreting" the patient's problems and statements so 
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that everything is based on weirdly arrived at sex factors. 

Eight years of electropsychometry indicate to me that sex 

is a highly varia.ble element. In some cases it IS a major source 

of disturbance. Virtually always it is, to some degree, an 

important factor, but does NOT require the fantastically twisted 

interpretations presented in some treatises. 

Thirdly, professional psychoanalysts, through prolonged 

contacts with patients, pick up some of the patient's ills, so 

that the analyst is sometimes sicker than his clients. 

Fourthly, a 100 percent bad aspect of psychoanalysis is the 

impossibly enormous amount of time and money reouired to receive 

it. In Freud's "General Introduction to Psychoanalysis" he at 

once makes this incredibly negative statement: 

"When we undertake to treat a neurotic ••• we explain 
to him the difficulties of the method, its long dura
tion, t he trials and sacrifices that will be required 
of him ••• we can make no definite promises ••• " 

The time required is stated to be from two to seven years. 

The monetary cost is from $3,000 to $50,000. 

This completely rules out conventional psychoanalysis. Few 

can afford to try it-- and even these few should certainly look 

for something that has a better record of successes. 

THE GOOD ASPECTS OF FREUDIAN RESEARCH 

Freud's major achievement is his correct formulation that 

the mind functions in at least two aspects, the one of conscious 

awareness, and the far more vast area of the subconscious pro-

cesses. Freud emphasizes that the subconscious processes are the 

MAIN PROCESSES of the human mind, that consciousness is rei a-

tively minor. Actually, the conscious processes are communica-

tion processes used by the subconscious to maintain contact with 

the outside world. Unfortunately, however, Freud tends to depict 
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the subconscious as base, evil, demoniacal, and fails to empha

size that on the contrary, the subconscious, from the moment of 

conception onward, designs, evolves, constructs, and maintains 

the wondrous and indescribably complex structures of the body. 

The second constructive aspect of Freud's rese arch is his 

finding t h at dynamic sex activity is the normal, natural 

expression of life forces. Freud repeatedly found that every 

infant tends to perform harmless sexual explorations. He found 

that every living female child, given love and affection by her 

father, tends to love him in return with some distinct but 

usually harmless sexual factors. The positive harm, if any, 

develops LATER, when--and if--the grown-up girl v a inly seeks a 

perfect duplicate of her father. 

Like wise, every male child tends to develop harmless sub-

conscious sexual factors toward his mother, prov ided she is 

loving and affectionate. The boy, when he grows up, sometimes 

vainly tries to find a woman who is a duplicate of his mother--

at least in some respects. An abused child, of course, often 

operates in a reverse manner, seeking vainly for someone totally 

unlike his parents . 

Many psychoanalysts vastly over-emphasize these sexual 

factors, but it is a stupid and an ostrich-with-the-head-in-the-

sand attitude to deny them altogether. 

In "Social Psychology," Page 525, Kimball Young remarks: 

"A world of rich fantasy surrounds the sex taboo. 
This intense sex consciousness is also a partial out
growth of the Christian (religious) attitude toward 
sex-- a denial of its reality, a categorical statement 
of its sinfulness ••• " 

Every ·human being passes through normal, natural phases of 

sex interest during infancy. The normal, happy, he althy infant 

and child OUTGROWS each phase of sex interest, until he or she 
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arrives at the mature adult phase. Dynamic sexual activity is 

the highest expression of cosmic psychical power, whereby the 

potentially immortal cells of our bodies live on and on forever, 

through the utter miracle of cell division. 

The interferences of religions in sex matters is an out

rage. The interferers themselves are often secret masturbators 

and sexually sick near-psychotics. An electropsychometric lec

ture conducted in a divinity school disclosed the truth of the 

above statement with appalling certainty. Virtually every stu

dent was a. chronic masturbator. The head of the institution 

blushed at the showing on the meter projection screen, hung his 

head, and confessed: 

"Yes, there is no doubt about this: Sex IS really our 

greatest personal problem, with which, with God's aid, we must 

wrestle." 

This is miserable hogwash. The man would have been more 

accurate if he had said, instead: 

"Sex is our greatest problem, which-- AGAINST God's real 

intentions--we idiotically and stubbornly subvert and pervert." 

For further data, see "The Power and Glory of Sex." 

THE BAD ASPECTS OF HYPNOSIS 

The preceding paragraphs bring into sharp focus the danger

ous aspects of some forms of hypnosis. If ever a group of men 

were to be classified as being the most evilly hypnotized, this 

group would be the theological students of all denominations 

wherein there is denial and defamation of the reality, the 

beauty, the power, and the glory of sex. 

How, and by whom, you may ask, are theological students and 

religious practitioners evilly hypnotized? 

The answer is: They are hypnotized by the duplicative read-
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ing and rereading of false texts apparently written originally 

in the historical past by sexually diseased paretic psychotics. 

But first, a young man would rarely be susceptible to such texts 

if he had not already had the seeds of -psychical anti-sexual 

disease implanted in him by bitter and ugly parental quarrels 

about the sex act, and by duplicative statements commonly by a 

frigid mother, or by one weary of bearing children, defaming sex 

and all its works. This type of childhood experiences sets the 

stage for future disaster. 

When one is in a state of high awareness and of minimal 

emotional disturbance, one is "rational," one can compare, 

examine, relate thousands of associated mental-image pictures. 

When one is in a condition of emotional excitement or of low 

conscious awareness, ONE major picture fills the screen of the 

mind and captures all of one's attention. Hence, as LeCron so 

correctly insists, we have all, EVERY ONE OF US, been hypnotized 

--to some degree--hundreds or thousands of times. We are hypno

tized by the press, by politicos, by a sexually-attractive girl, 

by television, and by religious maniacs. 

CONCERNING A MENACING NEW ELECTRONIC 

"THOUGHT CONTROL" INVENTION 

Now, worst of a11, we are being threatened by an electron

ically-induced system of hypnosis, whereby commands are flashed 

in large black words onto a television screen with great inten

sity, but of such brief time duration that the conscious mind of 

the viewer does not see them and is unaware of what is going 

on. This has been tested in theaters, with the command "Buy 

Coke!", "Buy popcorn!", with consequent stampedes during inter

missions to go buy these items. The flashes are so short that 

they are invisible, on the conscious level, but act subcon-
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sciously, since they are repeated every five seconds throughout 

the entire showing of a picture. The viewer has no idea of what 

is going on! This should prove to any doubter that the sub

conscious is faster and far more powerful than the conscious 

pro cesses. 

It is urgently to be hoped that the F. c. C. will at least 

compel television broadcasters to announce on the optical or 

audio CONSCIOUS LEVEL of the audience that this infernal pro

cedure is in action on the television screen. And one should 

completely avoid exposing himself to such broadcasts. This is 

invisible hypnosis at its utter worst! 

WE ARE ALL BEING HYPNOTIZED TO SOME DEGREE 

This has been stated before in these pages. It should be 

emphasized again. We are all being hypnotized, to some degree, 

through the impingement upon us, all day long, of thousands of 

suggestions, some of which arrive at a moment of low conscious 

awareness or when we are in some highly-sensitized emotional 

state . These damaging impingements are inflicted upon us by 

others around us seeking to sell us something, to convince us of 

something, to get our votes, our money, to control us for their 

own ends and financial gains. 

THE GOOD ASPECTS OF SELF-HYPNOSIS 

One 's gaining an insight into the truth of the statements 

of the prece ding paragraph is in itself beneficial, but far from 

sufficient to enable one to release oneself from the distressing 

hypnoidal effects of mental obsessions, compulsions, stresses, 

anxieties, phobias, fears. 

We must have tools, powers, means whereby we can eliminate, 

cancel, or reverse the dis tor ted hypnotically-magnetized bio

nuclear energy-flow patterns that manifest themselves in many 
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ways that we consciously dislike, detest, or fear in ourselves. 

But, by what tools? 

Not through psychoanalysis with its two to seven years of 

time, its colossal monetary cost, and its long record of fail-

ures. 

And not through subscribing to cults and psychotic systems 

that only seek to foist further degrees of control upon us. 

And, not usually, through the services of a conventional 

hypnotist whose only equipment is a couch for the subject to lie 

upon. Lacking instrumentation, the hypnotist is sometimes as bad 

off as any psychoanalyst, in so far as he has no rapid accurate 

modality available for ascertaining the basic CAUSES of the 

inductee's probiems. Regression under hypnosis without monitor-

ing instrumentation will not always bring up the required data. 

The subconscious will often refuse to disclose things it con

siders degrading or dangerous to reveal. The hypnotist, too 

often, attempts to treat the mere effects. He may say, "You are 

no longer nervous. You no longer have headaches. You no longer 

smoke," etcetera, producing only temporary cures or effects. 

I believe, therefore, the combination of the examinative 

electropsychometric assessment to ascertain cause, followed by 

the use of the SELF-HYPNO TAPE to reverse the effects of the 

disclosed causes, provides the most effective practical means 

that has been developed up to this time for making safe and 

effective use of the supremely powerful potentialities of the 

human mind so inadequately designated by the term "hypnosis." 
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Chapter IX-- Concerning Precautions to Be Taken 

CASES OF NERVOUS COLLAPSE REQUIRE A SPECIAL SHORT TAPE 

103 

A person who is right in the midst of a severe so-called 

"nervous breakdown" or state of nervous exhaustion or collapse 

is not likely to be able to handle the penetrating negative-

positiv e types of affirmations that usually are recited on a 

full-length SELF-HYPNO TAPE. 

In this case, first use a short special tape consisting of 

the indoctrinating statement (1) on Page 66, the body-relaxing 

procedure (2) on Page 68, and then about one simple affirmation 

that r e cites the cosmic ray-inflow process (35). 

(35) "Bionuclear research discloses that powerful co s-
mt c radiation comin~ from i nterstellar space is a lways 
f l owin~ in and throu~h every Livin~ thin~ on this 
planet. This cosmic infl ow is, was, and perhaps a l ways 
wi ll be the ori~inal basic source of all Life on this 
e arth. It is, at this moment, flowin~ in and throu~h 
you. This inflowin~ cosm i c radiati on can be c onsc io us
Ly felt and perceived by developin~ a hi~h Level of 
c onscious awareness of it. Therefore, you are now, by 
d e ~rees, becomin~ more and more consciously aware that 
cosmic ray ener~y from interstellar space ts always 
flowin~ in and throu~h you. Cosmic ray ener~y is f l ow
in~ in and throu~h you. " (This concluding sentence is 
usually duplicated from six to twelve minutes.) 

The total tape should be about 15 minutes in length and 

should be on a Cousino U-300 vendor-loop. This device (obtain-

able from us) can be mounted on almost any standard model tape 

recorder and provides for continuous duplicate replaying without 

stopping or rewinding. 

A substitute for the Cousino device is a simple endless 

loop of tape, carrying this type of affirmation: 

"With Less and Less pain and tension, you are now 
relax i n~ into deep and re s tful and refreshin~ sle ep." 

There is no case wherein a SELF-HYPNO TAPE cannot be used 
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beneficially, provided the tape is personalized and is intelli

gently organized to fit the situation. 

For example, if a person has been smashed up in an auto 

wreck, an·d has suffered fractures, lacerations, and the like, 

only a psychotic type of operator would try to make a SELF-HYPNO 

TAPE to repair the dmnages. Medical and surgical approaches are 

indicated. Dut a correctly-made SELF-HYPNO TAPE, affirming rapid 

healing of the injured areas, to be used post- surgically, can 

enormously speed up recovery. 

Also, it should be remarked that a wide use of the SELF

HYPNO TAPE in the homes of this country would certainly reduce 

the number of destructive auto smash-ups that are daily occur

ring. The tapes would accomplish this by reducing the aggressive 

anger and the · distractive tensions that CAUSE terrible auto 

wrecks. 

A SELF-HYPNO TAPE should not be used to cause the presumed 

vanishing of a hernia. A hernia is a condition wherein the 

tissue walls around an area become ruptured usually due to 

inherited weaknesses of the tissues involved, often aggravated 

by unskillful lifting of heavy objects. Many hernias are also 

started by the muscular tensings caused by violent coughing or 

sneezing. Hernias, treated early, are easily and permanently 

sewed up by a competent surgeon. Advanced hernias can usually 

likewise be pennanently repaired, but the operation is deeper, 

and requires an expert hand. Many persons intensely fear the 

anaesthesia required. This fear is totally unwarranted nowadays. 

Af t er experiencing the anaesthesia of hypodermi cally-applied 

chemicals, one is most unlikely to be in any fear concerning 

this. 

Nonetheless, unknown thousands of men are wearing trusses, 
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because of a reluctance to undergo anaesthesia, despite the fact 

that the anaesthetizing procedures of today are totally differ

ent from the relatively dangerous ones of a few years ago. A 

special SELF-HYPNO TAPE, used only a week or so, will almost 

completely cancel a fear of undergoing anaesthesia. Also, a 

correctly formulated tape will greatly speed up the healing of 

the surgically repaired areas. 

Self-hypnosis should not be expected to destroy infections 

of dangerous bacteria. Above all, hypnosis should not be used to 

combat the extremely resistant spirochete of syphilis, when a 

simple treatment of seven or eight courses of penicillin will 

positively destroy the infection. But persons with this disease 

could certainly well use electropsychometric assessment and the 

SELF-HYPNO TAPE to clear up the psychical factors in their cases 

that led to their contracting this disease in the first place. 

Athletes foot is a distressing ailment caused by a bacter

ial infection that can be eradicated in a few days with a few 

cents' worth of some such compound as "Tryco." Severe sunburn on 

a bathing beach can be much more easily forestalled by an appli

cation or two of a scientifically designed product, such as "Sea 

and Ski" than by any form of mental suggestion that one will not 

burn. 

On the other hand, there are hundreds of obscure skin con-

ditions, produced by so-called "nerve-end explosions," that 

yield to no medication and can be controlled ONLY by bringing to 

view and dissolving the stresses, fears, and tensions that are 

bringing them about; that is, for example, through the utiliza

tion of electropsychanetry and the SELF-HYPNO TAPE. 

Neither hypnosis nor the SELF-HYPNO TAPE should ever be 

used in an attempt to bring about a miscarriage. 
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'Ihe 'SELF-HYPNO TAPE should be used mainly in situations 

wherein the cause of the problem is one that cannot be inex

pensively cleared up through medication, scientific nutrition, 

or by surgical repair. 

A happy, relaxed, self- reliant, self- confident person is 

not apt to become ill or to need much medical treatment. Also, 

this kind of person is unlikely ever to be in a disastrous auto 

smash-up, to contract syphilis, or tuberculosis, or diabetes, or 

high blood pressure, or heart disease, or any of the other 1832 

classified ills and diseases of the modern age. 

Psychoanalysts who are antagonistic toward hypnosis declare 

--correctly enough--that hypnosis is sure to be unsuccessful if 

it is used merely to overlay deep psychical injuries resting on 

submerged past events of infancy and childhood with superficial 

affirmations about being well, being happy, being "better and 

better," and the like. The use of such inept techniques is what 

has held hypnosis back. 

Hypnotherapy is also eschewed by the type of analyst whose 

dream of success is to have about five or six weal thy oldish 

female clients engaged in years of so-called psychotherapy, at 

about $roo-a-month per each. This type of operator is also 

intensely hostile toward the electropsychometer when he discov

ers that its skillful use can reduce a six-month "investigative 

psychoanalytic period" to 60 minutes--) and with far greater 

potential accuracy than is achievable in some cases by intermin

able months of psychoanalysis. This kind of operator is also apt 

to view the SELF-HYPNO TAPE as an even greater economic menace, 

since it enables the processee to free himself or herself of 

distresses privately, at home, without an endl e ss financial 

ou t go. 
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The error in this kind of thinking is that the analys t does 

not realize that he can help at least 25 times as many people by 

this method than by the primitive procedures of the past. Or, 

even if he does admit this possibility, he may not have the 

slightes t idea as to how he can obtain the proposed 2500 percent 

increase in clientele. It is true that more educational public

ity concerning these new approaches is needed. Up to now, there 

has been virtually none. 

The presen t writer is to some degree responsible for this. 

It has required eight years of research and of delayed patent 

negotiations to bring the el ectropsychometer to its present 

l evel of established value and reliability. Concurrently, it has 

requir e d several years of research and the processing of hun

dreds of tapes to develop the present streamlined SELF-HYPNO 

TAPE. 

HOW WNG WILL IT TAKE? 

There is no practical way to predict the course and rate of 

improv ement to be looked for through the use of a SELF-HYPNO 

TAPE. The fastest resolution in our records is that of the case 

of the motion picture script writer described in our tape-re

corded instruction course--ten days. 

A number of cases have been virtually resolved in periods 

of 100 hours, 2DO hours, 300 hours, 600 hours . It must be 

reported that those persons who demand the greatest rate of 

progress are the slowest to improve. Also, this type of user 

often seems to underestimate the beneficial effects achieved. 

Sometimes, too, there is a remarkable delayed reaction that does 

not become manifest until some weeks or months after ceasing to 

use a tape. 

The basic rule is as follows: 
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The more the problem is of actual organic deterioration, 

the longer it is going to take to achieve any significantly 

beneficial results. 

The earlier the causes of the problem are on the proc

essee' s life- time-track, the harder they are to eliminate. 

Conditions resulting from ruel ties and abuses suffered in 

infancy, or from injuries received at birth, take much longer 

to resolve than those that rest on events that o c curred at a 

later age. 

HOW MANY TAPES lHLL BE REQUIRED? 

This question, too, cannot be answered categorically. Some 

users feel that they have a chieved what they set out to accom

plish throup;h the use of a sinp;le two-hour tape. More often, 

after running the first tape from 30 to 100 hours, the user 

brings into conscious awareness further data concerning the 

problem. He develops new goals, additionally to those he started 

with. About the limit seems to be three or four tapes, running 

up to about BOO hours of processing. This amount of time spent 

on the couch of a psychoanalyst would require an investment of 

from $8,000 to $50,000-- and with less certainty of beneficial 

results. The feelinp; of the psychoanalytic p~tien t is often one 

of desperation, while users of the SELF-HYPNO TAPE usually 

regard the process as a restful, priceless luxury. 

HOW MANY GOALS 'SIMULTANEOUSLY? 

No general answer can be made to this question. In a des

perate situation, such as that of cancer, there may be several 

different specific affirmations on the SELF-liTPNO TAPE, but they 

are all directed toward one obvious goal--recovery, through the 

elimination of this strange psychically-induced disease. 

Cancer is a malignant physical manifestation of long-stand-
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ing tensions, stresses, and bitter dissatisfactions with life. A 

variety of affirmations may be used in an effort to cancel, 

eliminate, or reverse the bionuclear energy flows that have been 

distorted in such a manner as to produce this condition. Fear of 

non- existent cancer is easily eradicated. Whether actual 

advanced deteriorations can be reversed cannot honestly be pre

dicted. 

In self-improvement types of SELF-HYPNO TAPES, on the other 

hand, such as those designed to improve learning power, power to 

recall, to become a better salesman, to develop a magnetic per

sonality, and others of that kind, several separate goals are 

often expressed on a single SELF-HYPNO TAPE. The limit, though, 

is about five on any two-hour tape. 

SELECTIVE ACTION OF THE SUBCONSCIOUS 

It has been observed that the subconscious processes are 

often selective about acting upon the affirmations of a SELF

HYPNO TAPE. That is, the subconscious will bring about the 

resolution of some one problem or another dealt with on the tape 

before resolving any others. Or sometimes all of the problems 

seem to become considerably resolved, except ONE. This may re

quire a re-examination. Or it may require devoting an entire 

one-hour tape track to the single high-resistance problem. 

As the user listens to his SELF-HYPNO TAPE, and as some of 

his problems lighten, he sometimes finds that he has so many 

goa.ls, is aware of so many things about himself that he wishes 

to have improved, that he wants to load far too many i terns onto 

the tape. One should carefully weigh all goals and select the 

most important ones first. 
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DEEP TRANCE NOT REQUIRED 

110 

Dr. VanPelt, in "Hypnosis and the Power Within" mentioned 

above, is the only -prominent hypnotherapist I have read who 

emphasizes adequately that deep hypnotic trance is not only not 

necessary, but is actually not desired in dealing with the 

general run of personal problems and goals. This applies pre-

cisely, likewise, to self-induced procedures. 

One cannot resolve one's problems while one is at work in 

an office or in a shop by sitting around in a state of deep 

trance. The development of learning power, of sexual responsive

ness, of the power of photographic memory, of recalling script 

lines, and the like, also does not require any obvious degree of 

trance. The inductee will feel completely alert, wide awake. 

This entire book has been written in a non-trance state of 

hypnosis. 

Deep somnambulistic trance IS positively required for pain

less surgery. In view of the efficacy, safety, and remarkable 

depth control of modern hypodermically-administered anaesthetic 

chemicals, it does not appear that the achievement of hypnosis 

for major amputative or repair surgery is as yet warranted. 

The most effective levels of hypnosis or of self-hypnosis 

are those wherein one is fully conscious of everything that is 

going on. In fact, you are not aware of the fact that you are to 

any degree "under." You see, feel, hear, smell, feel alert, and 

remember what takes place. 

During the actual running of a SELF-HYPNO TAPE, however, a 

deeper stage of reduced consciousness is commonly achieved; in 

fact, many users experience the illusion of having been asleep 

during most or all of the one-hour run. The depth of trance also 

varies from day to day. Sometimes the user will seem to hear 
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only a few words of the opening inductive sections of a tape, 

and then remembers nothing more until reaching the end, with 

the instruction to turn off the machine. Or one may turn off the 

machine without even remembering that, consciously. On other 

evenings, the user may remain conscious through a large part of 

the t ape-running period. 

Chapter X -- SELF-HYPNO TAPE Applications 

MAJOR APPLICATIONS: RELEASE FROM STRESSES, TENSIONS, FEARS, 

ILLNESSES: AND FOR ACHIEVING SELF-REALIZATION 

AND SELF-IMPROVEMENT 

At the present time, this writer's certainties about the 

efficacy of the SELF-HYPNO TAPE relate to the releasing of the 

processee from the following situations: 

1: Feelings of anxiety, fear, tension, stress. Feelings of 

inadequacy. Feelings of being unable to resist domination by 

others. Feelings of being unable to do one's work easily, and 

in a sure and self-confident manner. Feelings of lacking self

reliance, self-determination, and self- confidence. Fear about 

driving a car. Fear about keeping accurate books, fear about not 

being able t o type accurately and rapidly. Fear of forgetting 

script lines while working in front 

television camera. Fear that people 

of a motion picture or 

are talking about one or 

plotting against one. Fear that one cannot learn to do something 

that one wishes to learn. 

2: Elimination of vague stubborn aches, pains, skin rashes, 

and physical distresses that refuse to yield to simple medica-
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tion or any other brief direct simple treatment. Elimination of 

blindness where optic nerves are intact. Elimination of heart 

ailment, stomach ailments, breathing ailments, and liver and 

gall bladder ailments, sleeplessness, and high blood pressure, 

when these are being caused by nervousness, tensions, fears, or 

are the later-life aftermaths of neglect or inadequate love 

during infancy and childhood. 

3: The achieving of an exhilarating certainty of well-being

ness, of competence, of self-reliance, of being able to attain 

one's goals, of being happy, self-confident, self-determined, 

and serene. 

ANTI-TOBACCO-HABIT SELF-HYPNO TAPES 

It is well known that hypnotic suggestions to the effect 

that one will hate tobacco, that cigarettes will taste like horse 

manure, et cetera, do not usually produce anything more than 

transient effects. Anti-tobacco SELF-HYPNO TAPES, like all other 

types, are based on electropsychometric examination to disclose 

the sources of the examinee's major problems, including the 

tobacco habit. The opening affirmations are of the kinds already 

presented in these pages. Then, one or two affirmations may be 

similar to the following actual examples: 

(35) "Sally, when you do smoke, you are, by defrees, 
forminf the habit of askinf yourself: 'Why suck and 
swallow and inhale poison rifht now?' Sally, your cue 
word for this affirmation is POISON!" 

(36) "Sally, you are too intellifent to prolonf the 
vicious habit of smokinf tobacco, which you started in 
ifnorance and confusion, and which has already robbed 
you of so much enerfy, efficiency, health, and happi
ness. Sally, since you now have the physiolofical and 
psycholofical insifht to break this habit, you know 
that you now can break it. Your cue phrase for this 
affirmation is 'I AN BREAKING THIS TOBACCO HABIT NOW'." 

(37) "Sally, you are now vividly visualizinf y ourself 
as a happy, enerfetic, dynamic person who no lonfer 
needs or desires tobacco. Your cue phrase is SEEING 
VIVIDLY, DOING EASILY." 
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LEARNING AND SELF-DEVELOPMENT TAPES 

Numerous inquiries come in about making recordings for 

educational purposes, and for various phases of self-improvement 

in cases where the prospective user does NOT feel that he or she 

has any serious physical or emotional problems. 

Many such tapes are being made. 

For example, recordings being produced for salesmen to 

enable them to overcome inferiority, stuttering, forgetting of 

concluding "clincher" sales arguments; to develop positiveness, 

assurance, nonchalance, and a certainty of getting prospective 

purchasers to act favorably. 

An anxious law student had a personalized tape made wherein 

these affirmations are recited: .:...----
(38) "Earl, by degrees, you are increasing your power 

of accurate recall of all principles of law that you 
have studied. Earl, your cue word is RECALLING. 11 

(39) "Earl, by degrees you are increasing your power 
to analyze and correctly to evaluate every legal prob
lem. Earl, your cue phrase is, 'I CAN EVALUATE LAW'." 

(40) "Earl, you are now eliminating, canceling, or re-
versing the bionuclear pattern that has been manifes
ting itself in you as fear, tension, and anxiety while 
taking law examinations. Earl, your cue phrase, 'I AJf 
PASSING THIS TEST'. " (He did--score .9..81) 

Many other self-improvement affirmations have been written. 

Some have also been formulated for persons who wish to develop 

psychical powers and perceptions. These are all highly person-

al ized. 

In motion picture and television screen work, actual script 

lines are in some cases recorded and played back to the artist, 

in each case with some personalized affirmation and accompanying 

cue phrase or word, as, for example, "RECALLING EASILY!" "NON

CHALANT!", "HERE IT IS!", and the like. 
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POTENTIALITIES OF THE SELF-HYPNO TAPE 

In conclusion, there is probably NO LIMIT to what can be 

achieved through the sustained application of feasible duplica

tive image-energy patterns. That which you persistently and 

duplicatively visualize today on the psychical image-pattern 

level, you are destined eventually TO BE. 

First there is the sustained mental image-- then the phys-

ical event. 

THE END 
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P RESLEEP TAPES, $3 

ANOTHER TAPE-MAKING MANUAL. PRE· 

SENTS DETAILED EXAMINATIVE PROCE· 
DURES, TECHNIQUES, AND STEPS TOWARD 

THE ORGANI Z ATION OF PRESLEEP TAPES. 

SUPER-VISUALIZATION. VOL.l, $3 

THE MANUAL OF ELECTROPSYCHOMETRY. 
DEALS EXTENSIVELY WITH THE PRACTI• 

CAL APPLICATION OF THE MATHISON 
ELECTROPSYCHOMETER .. "THE X· RAY OF 
THE HUMAN PSYCHE" CLEARLY AND 
CAREFULLY WRITTEN. INTERESTING AND 
VALUABLE TO EVERY TYPE OF READER, 
WHETHER DOCTOR, PSYCHOLOGIST, A 

PROSPECTIVE INSTRUCTEE, TRAINEE, 

STUDENT, OR PROSPECTIVE EXAMINEE. 

THE SECRET OF THE LOURDES 
MIRACLES REVEALED, $2 

AN INSPIRING SCIENTIFIC REVELA• 

TION THAT MIRACLES, BOTH OF PHYSI· 
CAL HEALING AND OF MENTAL, PSYCHI· 
CAL OR SPIRITUAL ACHIEVEMENT, CAN 
BE ACCOMPLI SHED ANYWHERE, BY ANY 
ONE, OF ANY FAITH. IT CONTAINS PRE· 
LIMINARY INSTRUCTION ON HOW TO 

BEGIN. 

THE SECRET POWER OF THE 
CRYSTAL PENDULUM. $1 

A BEST SELLER. THIS FASCINATING 

AND POPULAR LITTLE BOOK PRESENTS 
THE USE OF THE CHEV~EL PENDULUM AS 
APPLIED THROUGH A LIGHT BUT EFFEC· 
TIVE DEGREE OF SELF-HYPNOSIS. 

]I.e 7 IS~~k, 
by 

Volney G. Mathison 

PRACTICAL SELF-HYPNOSIS, $3 
HOW TO ACHIEVE AND HOW EFFEC• 

Tl VELY TO USE HYPNOSIS WITHOUT THE 

PRESENCE OF AN OPERATOR. 
DETAILED. SPECIFIC STEP·BY·STEP 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING AND USING 
THE MATHISON PERSONALIZED SELF· 
HYPNO TAPE. FOR SELF·RELEASE FROM 
NERVOUS STRESSES, PAINS, HATES, 

ANXIETIES, DISTRESSES, AND FEARS. 
AND FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT OF ANY CON· 
STRUCTIVE AND BENEFICIAL GOAL. THE 
LONGEST, BEST • SELLING, AND, PER· 

HAPS, THE BEST OF THE MATHISON 

BOOKS. 

CREATIVE IMAGE THERAPY, $3 
A PSYCHICAL AID IN THE TREATMENT 

AND CURE OF DISEASE IN THE PHYSICAL 

BODY. 
EQUALLY POTENT IN THE AID OF THE 

SWIFT RELEASE 0 F NERVOUS TENS ION, 
ANXIETY STATES, OR ANY SENSE OF A 
LACK OF SERENITY AND WELL·BEING· 
NESS. OF THIS BOOK, DR. PAUL BEAVER, 
M.D., LEETONIA, OHIO, WRITES . 

"A burst of sunshine through the 
clouds of confusion." 

THE POWER AND GLORY OF SEX, $3 
A STARTLING BOOK. REVEALS THAT 

THE BASIC FUNCTION OF SEX IS NOT 

YET GENERALLY UNDERSTOOD·· THAT SEX 
HAS NOT EVOLVED PRIMARILY FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF REPRODUCTION. 

DISCLOSES THE DARK, SI CK, AND 
WHOLLY EVIL SOURCES OF THE Dl SPAR· 
AGEMENT AND DEGRADATION OF SEX AND 
OF THE "CARNAL" PHYSICAL BODY IN 

THE WESTERN WORLD. EMPHASIZES THE 
TRUE POWER, GLORY, AND BEAUTY OF 
THIS PHENOMENON. 

BOOKS REFERRED TO IN THIS PRESENT VOLUME 
Science and Sanity, by Alfred Korzybski. The bas ic book, underlying all Mathison 

inventi ons, boo ks, techniques, and procedures. aoo pages. Available from our 
offices. $10 pos tpaid. 

Hypnotism Today, by Leslie Lecron. At our offices, $4 postpaid. 

The Hypnotism Handbook, by Chas. cooke and A. E. vanvogt. At our offices, $ lL 50 
po stpaid. 

Hypnotism and the Power Within, by or. s. J. Van Pelt, former President of British 
society of Medical Hypnosis. 

The Rape of the Mind, by or. M. Joost Merloo, M.D., former chief of psychological 
warfare section, Dutch armed forces. 

Social Psychology, by Kimball Young. 

(The l ast three of the above books may 
30 Rockefeller Plaza, 

be obtained from Brentano•s, Inc., 
New York, N. Y.) 
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